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Abstract
The energy and charge transfer dynamics for low and hyperthermal energy
(10 eV to 2 keV) alkali and noble gas ions impacting noble metals as a function of
incident energy, species and scattering geometry has been studied. The experiments
were performed in an ultra-high vacuum scattering chamber attached to a low and
hyperthermal energy beamline.
The energy transfer was measured for K+ scattered from a Ag(001) surface
along the [110] crystalline direction at a fixed laboratory angle of 90◦ . It was found
that as the incident energy is reduced from 100 to 10 eV, the normalized scattered
energy increased. Previous measurements have shown a decrease in the normalized
energy as the incident ion energy is reduced due to an attractive image force. Trajectory analysis of the data using a classical scattering simulation revealed that instead
of undergoing sequential binary collisions as in previous studies, the ion scatters from
two surface atoms simultaneously leading to an increased normalized energy.
Additionally, charge transfer measurements have been performed for Na+ scattering from Ag(001) along the [110] crystalline direction at a fixed laboratory angle of
70◦ . It was found that over the range of energies used (10 eV to 2 keV), the neutralization probability of the scattered ions varied from ∼30% to ∼70% depending on the
incident velocity, consistent with resonant charge transfer. A fully quantum mechanical model that treats electrons independently accurately reproduces the observed
ii

data.
Measurements of electron-hole pair excitations were used to explore the pathways which a solid uses to dissipate the energy imparted by the incident ion beam.
Ultrathin film (10 nm) metal-oxide-semiconductor (Au/SiO2 /n-Si) devices were used
to detect the electron-hole pairs for cases when the ion deposited all of its translational energy into the solid. The incident ions were incident at an angle normal to the
surface of the device to maximize energy deposition and consequently electron-hole
pair production. The rectifying metal-oxide-semiconductor device separates the electrons from the holes, allowing a current associated with electron-hole pair production
to be measured. In these experiments a number of ion species (He+ , Li+ , Ar+ , K+ )
were made incident on multiple devices and the incident energy ranged from 100 eV
to 2 keV. It was found that electron-hole pair production increased with incident ion
velocity consistent with a kinetic electron excitation model where the electrons in the
metal are partially confined to the surface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.1

Overview
A long-standing goal of surface science is to understand fully the details of gas-

surface interactions. In the early years of surface science fundamental questions remained unanswered due to the experimental difficulties in obtaining and maintaining
known surface conditions. It wasn’t until the advent of ultra-high vacuum technology
in the 1960’s that surface science enjoyed vigorous growth. Using this technology,
scientists were able to study in depth the nature of gas-surface interactions using
well prepared systems, specifically elastic and inelastic scattering, chemisorption and
charge exchange processes. In addition to fundamental interest, these processes have
application in modern technology. In particular, the electronics, telecommunication
and computer industries all have benefited from advances in the understanding of
gas-surface interactions [1]. In these industrial environments where reduction in minimum feature size is paramount, future advances in surface processing techniques will
require a knowledge base that extends to the atomic level.
A broad range of technologically relevant gas-surface interactions take place in
1

Figure 1.1: Diagram of selected particle-surface phenomena associated with various
incident kinetic energies and interaction distances. The energy is usually divided into
five regimes which are shown on the right. Figure from Ref. 2.

the hyperthermal energy regime (1-500 eV) including chemisorption, collision induced
dissociation and sputtering (see Fig. 1.1) [2]. By adjusting the incident energy of
the impinging atom or molecule, each of these processes can be examined in detail.
For example, chemisorption processes, fundamentally important in many gas-surface
reactions, can be studied using hyperthermal energy ion scattering [3]. The attractive
portion (image) of an alkali ion-surface interaction potential can lead to trapping and
plays an important role in determining the energy transfer when the incident energy
is reduced below 100 eV. This sensitivity to the attractive portion of the potential
begins at relatively high incident energies because the depth of the attractive well for
alkali ions is typically on the order of 1-3 eV, similar to species that chemisorb [3].
These characteristics make hyperthermal energy alkali ion scattering a model system

2

for adsorption studies. Futhermore, hyperthermal energy ion scattering studies probe
the same interaction potential as adsorption studies; however, since the ion scatters
from the target more information regarding the interaction can be obtained.
In many of the experiments described here, the energy and angular distribution of the scattered ion flux is measured. These distributions provide information
about energy and charge transfer during the gas-surface interaction. Energy loss in
direct (inelastic) scattering can be attributed to a number of processes including the
loss of energy to motion of the target atoms (phonon excitation), emission of electrons, photon emission and to electronic (electron-hole pair) excitations (see Fig. 1.2).
Depending on the nature of the interaction between the atom and solid, the surface
preferentially uses certain pathways to dissipate energy over others. The nature of
the interaction depends on the mass and energy of the impinging atom and the mass
of the surface atoms. Knowledge regarding energy dissipation during gas-surface interactions is essential to a deep understanding of chemical processes; however, many
details are not fully understood.
Despite its importance, a search through the literature shows a lack of experimental work regarding hyperthermal energy gas-surface interactions, especially when
compared to the thermal (< 1 eV) and low energy (0.5 - 10 keV) regimes. This is in
part due to the experimental challenges associated with obtaining adequate flux at
the target, namely space charge spreading of the incident ion beam. In order to investigate both low and hyperthermal energy gas-surface interactions, very specialized
equipment like that located in the Surface and Interface Nanoscience Laboratory is
necessary [4].

3

Figure 1.2: Diagram of processes which can be used by the surface to adsorb the
kinetic energy of the incident particle including: emission of exoelectrons, phonons,
photons and electron-hole pairs.

4

1.2

Hyperthermal Energy Ion Scattering Spectroscopy
The scattering of ions from solids has been the focus of fundamental research

for over a century [5, 6]. Ernest Rutherford’s experiments which studied the scattering
of high energy alpha particles (He nuclei) from thin metallic foils are considered
the first explorations into the structure of the atom [7]. The results from these
experiments were used by Bohr to develop his theory of atomic structure, namely
that a massive small nucleus was surrounded by a large cloud of electrons [8, 9].
Shortly after Rutherford’s experiment it was realized that analysis of the scattered
ions provided information about the target’s composition and structure.
Traditionally, ion scattering spectroscopies are used to study surface and bulk
composition, i.e. to identify atoms or molecules. A number of analytical techniques
are available for studying the composition and structure of a solid including low energy
ion scattering spectroscopy, Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and secondary
ion mass spectroscopy. Depending on the projectile species and incident energy, the
scattered energy and angular distributions can provide compositional information as
a function of depth. For projectiles at high energies (MeV) the incident ions can
probe deep into the target substrate (1 MeV protons can reach 10-20 µm in Si) [2]
while low impact energies (0.5 to 10 keV) provide information about the topmost
layers of the target (10s of Å).
For many years low energy ion scattering spectroscopy has been used as a
surface composition and structural analysis technique. Low energy ion scattering
spectroscopy as a surface sensitive technique developed after the 1967 work of Smith
[10] and interest in ion scattering spectroscopy as a technique for investigating surface
structure grew rapidly after the 1982 work by Aono et al. [11, 12]. Although low
energy ion scattering is routinely used as a spectroscopic tool, and is well understood,
5

most modern technologically significant gas-surface interactions take place in the hyperthermal energy regime. However, the fundamental nature of hyperthermal energy
gas-surface interactions is not as well understood as low energy interactions.
This lack of understanding is due in part to the experimental difficulty in
producing a mass-resolved, well-collimated, monoenergetic beam of ions required to
perform surface scattering spectroscopy in the hyperthermal energy regime. Hyperthermal energy ion scattering lies between two extremes: at low energies, the scattering is determined by a short-range repulsive ion-surface atom pair potential and
the particle trajectory is well represented by a series of sequential binary collisions,
while at thermal energies (meV) the projectile scatters from the corrugated electron
density outside the topmost layer of atoms. Thus hyperthermal energy ion scattering
exhibits very different behavior from either low energy or thermal energy scattering.
Insight regarding the scattering of hyperthermal ions from surfaces can be
obtained by first considering a purely binary collision between the incident ion and
a single, stationary target atom. This approximation is commonly referred to as
the binary collision approximation (BCA) and uses the conservation of energy and
momentum to determine the kinematic factor, k, which gives the ratio of the final
and incident energies of a projectile ion (Ef /E0 ) following a single collision with a
target surface atom as
"

1/2 #2
1
µ2
cos θTSA ±
.
− sin2 θTSA
k(µ, θTSA ) =
(1 + µ)2
µ2
This factor is a function of the projectile-to-target mass ratio µ =

mproj
mtarget

(1.1)

and the total

scattering angle, θTSA = 180◦ − θi − θf . However, this formula does not depend on the
incident energy or the potential between the two colliding particles. The validity of
this model in the hyperthermal energy regime was a primary issue for early scattering
6

studies and further studies showed that due to the complex trajectories at the surface,
the BCA could not be used to accurately describe the scattered energy spectra in the
hyperthermal energy regime [13, 14, 15, 16].
Although the BCA is able to predict the energy for a few trajectory types,
it is clear from the experimental energy spectra that other trajectories are present.
These trajectories, which are more complex and typically out-of-plane, are not readily
calculated within the BCA. In addition, the BCA makes no allowance for the relative
intensities observed for different trajectories at a given energy and offers no straightforward mechanism for following the evolution of allowed/non-allowed trajectories as
the incident energy is varied. To identify and follow all allowed trajectories as a function of incident energy and angle, a simulation method is required that incorporates a
realistic ion-surface potential and that models the surface crystal structure. Although
standard simulations such as trim [17] and kalypso [18] are possible solutions, neither are designed for the hyperthermal energy regime or are able to reproduce our
experimental data. Therefore, the simulation safari has been employed to interpret
the data [19].
In order to accurately model hyperthermal energy ion-surface interactions with
safari a suitable interaction potential must first be determined. A number of experimental low energy ion scattering studies have shown that an ion-atom interaction
potential that combines a repulsive Coulomb potential with an electron screening
function accurately reproduces the energy and angular distributions. However, at
hyperthermal energies in order to accurately reproduce the experimental results the
ion-atom interaction potential must be treated in a more sophisticated manner.
It has been shown that Hartree-Fock (H-F) approximations can accurately
describe the ion-atom interaction potential at hyperthermal energies, which the less
sophisticated Thomas-Fermi based screened potentials cannot [3, 13, 14, 15]. A com7

Figure 1.3: Repulsive potential constructed using a sum of Hartree-Fock pair potentials compared to the ZBL potential for (K-Ag)+ . In order for the experimental and
simulated results to agree, the Hartree-Fock potential must be used for the incident
energies used in this work.

monly used potential that uses a universal screening method and most accurately
describes low energy ion scattering spectra is the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmarck (ZBL)
potential [20]. The ZBL potential is based on a repulsive Coulomb potential combined
with an empirically determined screening function. In Fig. 1.3 both the ZBL and H-F
calculated potentials are shown graphically for K+ -Ag. Comparison of the simulated
and experimental results show that the H-F potential most accurately reproduces
the experimental data. The comparison of the H-F and ZBL potentials in Fig. 1.3
shows that the inaccuracy of the ZBL potential is due to an overestimation of the
repulsiveness of the interaction potential. Additionally, the potential related to the

8

ion’s image on a metal target cannot be neglected in the hyperthermal energy regime.
The sensitivity of this attractive image potential begins in the hyperthermal energy
regime because the depth of the image potential well is typically a few eV, detectable
with hyperthermal energy ion scattering. Due to the responsiveness of hyperthermal
energy ion scattering to the attractive image well, a detailed understanding of the
image profile can be obtained by comparing experimental data with a classical scattering simulation which uses the Hartree-Fock repulsive potential and a modelized
attractive image potential.
By combining experimental data with the safari simulations it has been found
that as the incident energy is reduced from low to thermal energies, there is a transition from sequential binary collisions which can be described by the BCA to a
collective ion-surface interaction [21]. Between these two energy regimes (hyperthermal energy regime) the repulsive force between the ion and each surface atom
extends beyond the nearest neighbor, thus the ion interacts with multiple surface
atoms simultaneously. For example, in a nearly single collision most of the momentum is transferred to a single target atom however a fraction of the momentum can
be transferred to neighboring atoms. This type of collision is referred to as a quasisingle (QS) collision. Additionally, the repulsive potential of the atoms at the surface
overlap between neighboring atoms such that they cannot be considered as isolated,
independent collision centers (see Fig. 1.4) [22]. In short, many-body effects play
an important role for hyperthermal energy collisions. As an example, a K+ with
an incident energy of 20 eV and incident angle of 45◦ has a perpendicular velocity
(assuming a single binary collision and neglecting image effects) of 7.23 ×103 m/sec,
which is on the same order as the speed of sound in typical solids. This implies that
during the collision, the surface atoms can react collectively through their bonding
network to the ion impact (see Appendix C). To account for this, it is customary to
9

Figure 1.4: In figure a. the first two layers of a F.C.C. are shown with the topmost
layer represented as solid circles and the second layer represented as hollow circles.
In parts b.-e. equipotential surfaces are shown for a K+ interacting with the Ag(001)
unit cell at: b. 100 eV, c. 50 eV, d. 20 eV and e. 10 eV. Note that as the energy
of incident ion is decreased the atoms on the surface appear larger and as a result
collective scattering effects can be observed [21].
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assign an effective mass to the target atoms. Such treatment is found particularly
when the projectile-to-target mass ratio µ is greater than one.
Experimental studies of heavy ion collisions in the hyperthermal energy regime
are rare [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], however the little data that has been taken reveal
fascinating results. For example, a few studies report that heavy ions scatter with
more energy than predicted by the BCA [25, 26, 28]. Also, some studies show that
the reduced energy Ef /E0 increases with decreasing incident energy [23, 24]. This
observation, unique for heavy incident projectiles, is attributed to the many-body
nature of the collision. To study these results in greater detail, molecular dynamics
simulations of Xe scattering from Ni(100) [24] were performed. It was found that
the Xe projectile undergoes multiple interactions with the topmost Ni layer. As a
result, the effective mass of the surface increases resulting in an increased reduced
energy. However, as the incident energy is increased above a threshold, the incident
Xe projectiles penetrate the surface layer and generate a collision cascade near the
surface. During this cascade the ion loses a significant portion of its kinetic energy
and consequently the Xe atoms scatter from the surface with a much lower energy.
In Cs+ scattering from Si, molecular dynamics simulations show that only a few Si
atoms scatter directly from the impinging Cs+ ion; however, neighboring Si atoms
undergo significant displacements through the lattice bonding network increasing the
effective mass of the target.
To add to the complexity of describing heavy ion scattering, inspection of
Eq. 1.1 reveals that the kinematic factor is a double valued function. When µ is
greater than one both solutions are physically relevant. Moreover, according to the
BCA, scattering does not occur at arbitrary angles when µ is greater than one, but is
confined to θT SA ≤ sin−1 µ [27]. As a consequence, the BCA predicts that scattered
particles should not be detected at large θT SA . However, the experimental work in
11

Appendix B in which heavy ions (Cs+ ) were scattered from a lighter target (Ag)
clearly shows a deviation from this prediction. The heavy ion scattering results of
Appendix B could not be reproduced using safari. The inability of safari to reproduce the experimental results is attributed to poor treatment of the bonding between
surface atoms.
The scattering behavior of hyperthermal energy beams has been explored using
various types of incident species including alkali, noble gas, and neutral atoms of
differing masses. In this work primarily positive, singly charged alkali ions light and
heavy are used. The ionization energy of alkali ions can be chosen such that virtually
no neutralization of the incident beam occurs at metal surfaces. This is an advantage
over noble gas ions which generally have a large ionization potential and therefore are
neutralized at the surface which can result in a variation in the scattered energy [22].
Moreover, the noble gas-like electronic structure of a singly charged, positive alkali
ion makes calculations of the potential less complex.
So far, it has been assumed that the energy loss for a scattered ion is due solely
to momentum transfer to the recoiling surface atoms. Although one could consider
additional energy loss channels such as electron-hole pair formation, the typical losses
to this channel are calculated to be less than a few tenths of an eV for ions scattering
from metal surfaces at hyperthermal velocities [29, 30, 31, 32]. Such small contributions would not alter our scattered energy results and therefore are not currently
included in safari. However, when an ion deposits all of its translational energy
into the solid, for example when an ion is incident normal to the surface, electronhole pair excitations are expected to play an important role in energy dissipation. In
the following section and in Appendix D the role of electron-hole pair generation in
dissipating the energy imparted to the solid by hyperthermal and low energy ions is
studied. Research regarding electron-hole pair production in these energy regimes was
12

motivated by recent interest in the generation of electron-hole pairs during thermal
and low energy gas-surface interactions [33, 34, 35, 36].

1.3

Kinetic Excitation of Electron-Hole Pairs in
Ion-Solid Collisions
In addition to ion-atom collisions, ion-electron collisions are also capable of

dissipating energy in low energy ion-solid interactions. Through the production of
electron-hole pair excitations, the solid can quickly (femtosecond) dissipate the translational energy of the impinging ion. These excitations can be separated into to
classes: potential excitation and kinetic excitation. If the projectile carries sufficient
potential energy, i.e. singly charged with a large ionization energy or multiply ionized, electron-hole pairs can be excited through resonance neutralization followed by
Auger deexcitation or by Auger neutralization [37, 38]. Potential energy induced
electron-hole pair excitations are dominant at low projectile velocity and are independent of projectile kinetic energy. On the other hand, if electron-hole pairs are
excited as a result of direct transfer of kinetic energy from the impinging ion then
they are considered to be kinetically induced excitations.
To describe the energy loss of ions penetrating a solid, the stopping power 1 is
defined in one dimension as the energy loss per unit path length per collision:

S(E) = −

dE 1
·
dx n

(1.2)

where E, n and x represent the energy, number of collisions and distance respectively.
1

Although the term “stopping power” is widely used in the literature, “stopping force” is dimensionally more precise.
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The minus sign in Eq. 1.2 defines the stopping force as a positive quantity [39]. The
average energy loss of ions penetrating into a solid is partitioned into two components:
electronic and nuclear losses. Thus,

S(E) = Sn (E) + Se (E)

(1.3)

where n and e denote the nuclear and electronic contributions to the stopping power
respectively2 . Due to the general interest and lack of experimental work studying
electron-hole pair excitations in the hyperthermal-to-low energy range, the discussion
will be focused on the electronic component of the stopping power [4, 35, 36].
Since the number of collisions between the ion and the electrons is large and
since the charge state of the ion may change as the ion penetrates the solid, it is very
difficult to model all the interactions that occur between the ion and the electrons. As
an alternative to an extremely intensive and time consuming computer model, Se (E)
is functionalized giving an average over all the interactions which take place. A
commonly used expression for Se (E) is the Bethe formula which describes the energy
loss of swift charged projectiles; however, this function only describes the electronic
energy loss for projectiles with energy > 100 keV per nucleon. For the lower energies
used here another model is required.
In the low energy regime, mainly valence orbitals participate in the production
of kinetically induced electron-hole pair excitations. If the valence electrons in a metal
are considered as a free electron gas then electron-hole pair excitation will result from
a screened Coulomb interaction between the ion and the target electrons through
direct binary collisions. In 1947, Fermi and Teller [40], estimating the slowing-down
and capture of negative muons in matter, pointed out that the rate of energy loss
2
The label nuclear stopping is a misnomer because the stopping is not caused by nuclear forces.
Instead, nuclear stopping here refers to energy loss due to atom-atom collisions.
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for a slow heavy particle, −dE/dt, in a free electron gas becomes proportional to its
kinetic energy. This is equivalent to Stokes’ law of a velocity-proportional stopping
force [41]. This behavior is particularly well displayed in the stopping of low energy
ions in metals.
To model these low energy interactions, Lindhard, Scharff and Schiøtt (LSS)
developed a theory which describes projectile energy loss to electrons and atomic
recoils [42, 43]. This method is used when the ion velocity is less than v0 = e2 /~ (Bohr
velocity) and is based on the free electron gas model. For projectile velocities less
than v0 both electronic losses and atom recoils occur corresponding to the stopping
powers Se and Sn (see Eq. 1.3). Also, since the incident ion velocities used in this
dissertation (see Appendix D) were less than the Fermi velocity, plasmonic excitations
were ignored [44]. Futhermore, this model shows that the excited electron momentum
is peaked in the forward direction, away from the surface and into the solid, instead
of being isotropic [42, 44]. In the LSS theory Se is treated using the Thomas-Fermi
model and is given by
Se = ξe 8πe2 a0 (Z1 Z2 /Z)(v/v0 )

where Z =

2
3

2
3

Z1 + Z2
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(1.4)

and ξe is on the order of 1-2, but may vary with Z1 as

1
6

ξe ≈ Z1 . Unfortunately, without fitting Eq. 1.4 to experimental data, the LSS theory
can only predict the stopping power to within a factor of 2 due to the factor ξe .
After the LSS theory was developed, experimental work was performed to determine the limit below which electrons were no longer used by the metal to dissipate
the translational energy of the impinging ion [45]. Assuming that electron excitations
are due to binary collisions that take place between the incident ion and the free electrons, the energy of the excited electrons can be determined using the conservation of
energy and momentum. If the target electrons receive enough energy to surmount the
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work function of the metal, they can be emitted into vacuum. Therefore, a threshold
exists below which kinetically induced electron emission should not occur. The ion
velocity threshold is given by
1
vth = vf
2

"

W
1+
Ef
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#
−1

(1.5)

where W is the work function and EF is the Fermi energy of the metal target. At
vth electron emission into vacuum should not be observed since the excited electrons
have momentum in the forward direction and in order to have momentum directed
toward the surface the electrons need to undergo collisions. These collisions reduce
the kinetic energy of the electrons enough that they can no longer escape into vacuum.
However, recent experiments have observed electron emission for ions incident on a
metal target with a velocity lower than the threshold given by Eq. 1.5 [46, 47].
A possible mechanism for subthreshold electron emission is the promotion
of electronic levels during the collision between the ion and the surface. However,
theoretical treatment shows that promotion of electronic levels in the projectile cannot
account for the electron emission observed [46, 47, 48]. In addition, electronic stopping
is inefficient in the hyperthermal and low energy ranges. To account for the observed
emission, Falcone and Sroubek developed a model that takes into consideration the
time-varying interaction potential between the ion and the surface [48]. In this single
electron model, the interaction is described by the matrix elements Vkk0 = hk | V (r) | k 0 i
where k and k 0 are the free-electron like wave functions of the solid and V (r) is
the perturbing potential. Inside the solid these matrix elements are responsible for
electronic stopping at low energies and depend on time as hk | V (~r −~v t) | k 0 i, where ~v is
the velocity of the ion. If the potential is an s-scatterer then the matrix elements Vkk0
are assumed to be independent of k and k 0 , that is Vkk0 = V . Using this assumption,
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the electronic stopping power for low energies is described by
π
Se (E) = − ρ2 V 2 kf2 v
3

(1.6)

where ρ is the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy, kf is the electron wave
vector at the Fermi level and V is the perturbing potential [49]. If the free electron
values of ρ and vf are inserted into Eq. 1.6 the expression for low energy electronic
stopping in a free electron gas is recovered [50]. To realistically model the ion-surface
interaction, the potential V should vary smoothly from zero far from the surface to
its full value within the solid. When this potential is expressed as a function of time,
V (t), the corresponding electronic excitation can be calculated. In this formalism,
the probability of generating an excited electron with enough energy to overcome the
work function is
2

PKEE = ρ V

2

Z

Z

∞

dk
V

Z

F

∞

dk0
−∞

F (z(t))ei(k −k0 )t dt

2

(1.7)

−∞

where k and k0 are energies of the electronic levels of the solid and the index k means
a level above the vacuum level V and the index k 0 means a level below the Fermi
energy f . The potential V (t) is expressed by the product V F (z(t)) where V is the
perturbing potential inside the solid. To characterize the interaction between the ion
and the surface the function F (z(t)) is chosen to be

F (z(t)) =

1
,
cosh(2γvt)

(1.8)

decaying from one inside the solid to zero away from the surface [48]. Moreover, this
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function allows Eq. 1.7 to be solved analytically yielding

PKEE





π(V − F )
= ξρ V ln exp −
+1
2γv
2

2

(1.9)

as the probability for an excitation above the work function of the metal. The parameter ξ comes from the integration of Eq. 1.7 and is set to 2 to make F (z(t)) have
a realistic step-like function. The adjustable parameter γ describes the decay of V
outside the surface and should have a value of one in atomic units. The value of
ρ2 V 2 is estimated from the LSS theory corrected by experimental data or a stopping
simulation such as srim [17].
Experimental tests of the theoretical work on electron-hole pair excitations described so far have been limited to measurements outside of a target where the emitted
secondary electrons could be collected and correlated with specific potential or kinetic
energy-related effects. However, with the introduction of thin film devices into this
field it has become possible to detect electron excitations in regimes that are “internal” to a target. The first demonstrations of this technique were the chemicurrent
or absorption-driven excitations that arise in Schottky diode structures [33, 34, 51].
More recently, higher energy collisions were used to induce hot carrier tunnel currents in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures [35, 36, 52]. In this dissertation, the
role that hyperthermal-to-low energy projectiles (100 eV to 2 keV) play in producing
physically-relevant electronic excitation signals in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
devices is explored and presented in Appendix D. By utilizing MOS structures, we
introduce an inherent “internal energy” barrier for electronic excitations similar to
that used in previous studies of chemical excitations [53]. The internal energy barrier
of our MOS devices is less than the work function of the top layer metal providing
a unique insight into excitations which cannot be measured with external secondary
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electron emission studies. Additionally, the internal barrier enables the detection of
electronic excitations with forward momentum which cannot be measured with external techniques. Futhermore, by varying the incident projectile mass in this energy
regime, we tune both the velocity of the projectiles as they interact with the target electrons and the depth into the target to which they penetrate. These MOS
data explore the boundary region between adsorption-driven electron excitations,
penetration-recoil-nuclear collisions, and external secondary emission events. Using
the theoretical framework developed by Sroubek, the observed data is reproduced.

1.4

Resonant Charge Transfer
In addition to electronic excitations within the bulk, other electronic processes

(e.g. Auger, radiative and resonant charge transfer) can take place during gas-surface
interactions. Changes in the electronic configuration of the impinging atom can occur
during the collision with the surface through these charge transfer processes. In a
charge transfer process an electron from a metallic level tunnels through the classically
forbidden barrier that exists between the atom and the surface (see Fig. 1.5). There
are a number of charge transfer mechanisms by which the atomic level can be filled
including Auger, radiative and resonant. Auger neutralization refers to several types
of two electron processes. In one example of an Auger charge transfer process, an
electron from a metallic level tunnels into an empty atomic level and another electron
in the metal scatters into a higher energy level to conserve energy. For radiative
neutralization an electron from the metal tunnels into an atomic level and in order to
conserve energy a photon is emitted by the metal. Finally, resonant charge transfer
involves the tunneling of an electron between a metallic and an atomic level lying
at approximately the same energy. Although much is already known about charge
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Figure 1.5: A schematic of charge transfer processes that can occur for an atom
outside a metal. Electrons are transferred from filled metal levels on the left to the
atomic level on the right via (1) resonant, (2) Auger or (3) radiative processes.

transfer processes, many important issues still remain unresolved [22, 54]. In this
dissertation the role of resonant charge transfer of hyperthermal energy gas-surface
interactions is studied and the results are presented in Appendix E.
Charge transfer mechanisms which take place in surface or adsorbate induced
catalysis also occur in hyperthermal energy ion-surface interactions [55] and therefore
can be studied by hyperthermal energy ion scattering experiments. Resonant charge
transfer takes place when the atomic and metallic levels are approximately at the
same energy. As shown graphically in Fig. 1.5 an atom some distance from the
metal surface with an empty atomic state whose energy lies close the Fermi energy
of the metal can be filled. Although there is a barrier separating the atomic levels
from the metallic levels, the quantum mechanical wavefunctions of the atom and the
metal extend into this barrier region allowing a classically forbidden electron transfer.
Resonant charge transfer takes place when an electron from the metal tunnels onto
20

Figure 1.6: An ionization level diagram for an atom outside a metal surface. The
broadened atomic resonance is shown at two positions outside the surface. Also
shown is the shifted atomic level due to the image interaction. The level widths are
calculated from Nordlander and Tully [56, 57, 58].
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the atom or vice versa.
The tunneling of an electron between the metal and atom is strongly influenced
by the position of the atomic energy level, which changes with the distance from the
surface, compared to the Fermi level. For example, if the atomic energy level were
filled and its position was above the Fermi level of the metal then tunneling would
proceed from the filled atomic level to the empty metallic level. The presence of an
ionized atom positioned outside the metal surface alters the position of the atomic
energy level and the electric field associated with the ion’s presence close to the surface
causes a redistribution of electrons in the solid. This electric field is determined by
the charge of the incident ion and the induced image charge in the solid. Since the
electron wave functions extend into the vacuum the mirror plane does not coincide
with the topmost atomic layer. Instead, due to the decaying exponential of the wave
function into the vacuum, the image plane is located above the topmost layer of atoms
and the ion-surface distance z is the distance between the ion and the image plane.
The influence of the image potential associated with the incident ion is manifested in a shift of the atomic level of the ion with respect to the distance from the
image plane. The shift of the atomic energy level arising due to the image potential
can lead to one charge state being favored over another. That is, at certain distances
the energy level of the incident ion is the same as occupied levels in the metal and as
a result charge can be resonantly transfered from the metal to the ion and vice versa.
Note from Fig. 1.6 that the atomic level lies predominantly below the Fermi level
far from the surface, however when the ion-surface separation is small the level lies
predominantly above the Fermi level. Therefore, because the strength of the image
potential is dependent on the separation distance between the ion and the surface,
one charge state is favored at close separation distances while another charge state is
favored at large separation distances.
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The interaction between the ion and the surface also leads to a broadening
of the projectile’s energy level. The energy level width is ∆(z) being the reciprocal
of the lifetime of the state τ (z). The increase in the level width with decreasing
ion-surface separation causes a decrease in the state lifetime and therefore increases
the transition probability. The position of the atomic level of the ion relative to the
Fermi energy of the solid determines the direction of the electron transfer while the
level width determines the transition probability. The transition probability is also
dependent on the density of states of the solid. The broadened ion energy level is
proportional to the to the coupling between the atomic and metallic wavefunctions.
The broadening of the ion energy level is related to the electron transition rate or
transition probability per unit time along the incoming and outgoing trajectories

Γ(z) =

∆(z)
1
=
.
τ (z)
~

(1.10)

This broadening is a result of the energy-time uncertainty principle. A simple approach would be to treat the ion and the solid as two finite square wells where the
thickness of the barrier between the wells changes as a function of time. Using this
picture one can anticipate that the atomic and metallic wavefunctions decay exponentially in the spatial separation coordinate z. As a result

Γ(z) = Γ(0)e−αz

(1.11)

where α sets the ion-surface interaction range and is interpreted as the decay rate
length of the coupling matrix element. Γ(0) is the maximum decay transition rate
and typically has values of 0.01 to 0.1 in atomic units.
Charge transfer is a nonadiabatic process due to the finite velocity or equiv-
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alently the finite lifetime of any given atomic state a distance z from the surface.
Therefore, the transfer of electrons between the ion and the solid is dependent on two
competing timescales: the electronic response time, which is set by the atom-metal
state coupling, and the time the atom spends near the surface, which is set by the ion
velocity. The lifetime of the resonance is τr =
of the ion is τv =

1
αv⊥

1
Γ(z)

and the timescale for the motion

where v⊥ is the perpendicular velocity and given the exponen-

tial character of Eq. 1.11, 1/α is the distance over which the transfer is significant.
For a given scattering trajectory the timescale of the motion of the outgoing ion is
constant; however, the resonance timescale varies exponentially in the spatial coordinate z. The dominate timescale depends on the ion-surface separation distance and
can be broken into two regimes: large and small separation distances. At distances
far from the surface the coupling between the ion and the surface is weak τr  τv
making charge transfer very unlikely. However at distances close to the surface the
coupling between the ion and the surface is very strong, τr  τv , and the ion loses
all memory of its initial charge state [59]. Therefore the charge state of the scattered
ion is determined along the outgoing trajectory at a distance above the surface when
τr = τv refered to as the “freezing distance”. When the perpendicular velocity of the
ion is small the freezing distance is far from the surface and εa lies below the Fermi
level leading to significant neutralization of the scattered ions. At increased velocities
the freezing distance decreases, the energy level εa shifts above the Fermi level due
to image effects and therefore the neutralization decreases (see Fig. 1.6).
One successful approach to quantitatively analyzing single electron resonant
charge transfer makes use of the Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian [31, 32, 60]. This
model assumes that a single spinless orbital participates in the charge transfer. The
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Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian is given by

H(t) =

X

i
Xh
†
†
∗
εk nk + εa (t)na +
Vak (t)ca ck + Vak (t)ck ca

k

(1.12)

k

where εk and εa are the metallic and atomic energy levels respectively, and nk and na
are the corresponding number operators ni = c†i ci . The coupling between the metallic
and atomic state is represented by Vak where Vak = ha | V | ki. The resonance width
of the atomic energy level is defined by Fermi’s golden rule as

∆(ε, z) = π

X

|Vak |2 δ(ε − εk ).

(1.13)

k

Using the wide-band approximation, ∆(ε, z) is ∆(z). In the wide-band approximation
it is assumed that the width ∆(ε) of the atomic state is independent of the energy ε
in the conduction band of the metal [59, 61, 62]. That is, the metal appears to the
incident ion as a continuum of levels. This approximation clearly breaks down if the
atom interacts with a discrete band in the metal [62, 63].
In order to compare this theory to experimental results, it is necessary to compute the a measurable quantity which is the neutralization fraction of the scattered
beam flux. That is, to calculate

hψ | c†a (t) ca (t) | ψi,

(1.14)

where | ψi represents the state of the system at an initial time t0 before the scattering
event takes place. The final charge state is determined by putting t = ∞ in Eq. 1.14.
The operators ca and ck obey the Heisenberg equations of motion

∂ca /∂t = i [H, ca (t)] , ∂ck /∂t = i [H, ck (t)] .
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(1.15)

The boundary conditions are that at t = t0 the Heisenburg operators are equal to the
corresponding Schrödinger operators

ca (t0 ) = ca , ck (t0 ) = ck

(1.16)

Substitution of Eq. 1.12 into Eq. 1.15 and use of the anticommutation relations between the fermion operators leads to two coupled differential equations which can be
solved for ca (t). Substitution of ca (t) into Eq. 1.14 gives the occupancy of the atomic
state as
−2

na (t) = na (t0 )e

Rt
t0

∆(t0 ) dt0

1
+
π

Z

Z tp
2
Rt
0
00
00
00
dεf (ε, T ) ×
∆(t0 )e−iεt − t0 [iεa (t )+∆(t )] dt dt0 ,
t0

(1.17)
where f is the Fermi function and εa (t) and ∆(t) give the time dependence of the
energy and width of the atomic resonance due to the motion of the scattered atom.
Only the energy and lifetime of the orbital are input parameters in this calculation.
The first term in Eq. 1.17 is a memory term associated with the decay of initially
filled level into the metal states at a rate of ∆(t). The role of this term is discussed
elsewhere [59] and for the experiments described herein na (to ) = 0 so the memory
term is zero since the incident particle is an ion (see Appendix E). The lifetime
and energy of the resonance are determined from ab-initio calculations developed by
Nordlander and Tully [56, 57, 58]. The reliability of these calculations for alkali-noble
metal systems has been demonstrated in previous experiments [64, 65].
Because the atomic energy levels and the atom-metal coupling strength are important in a broad range of surface mediated processes such as molecular dissociation
[66], chemisorption, and adsorbate induced work function shifts [67], the measurements presented in Appendix E are meant to add to the knowledge base of charge
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transfer processes where complications associated with molecular reactions are absent.
Ion neutralization is also important in surface analytic techniques such as secondary
ion mass spectroscopy where neutralization probabilities are essential for quanitative
analysis [68].

1.5

Outline
For this dissertation I studied the dynamics of energy and charge transfer in

low and hyperthermal energy (10 eV to 2 keV) ion-solid interactions. The experiments
performed can be divided into three areas discussed in sections 1.2-1.4: 1.) energy
transfer in K+ and Cs+ scattering from a Ag(001) surface, 2.) energy transfer into
the electronic system of metal films, 3.) resonant charge transfer in the scattering
of Na+ from Ag(001). The data and analysis for these experiments is presented in
Appendices A-E.
In the first set of experiments I studied the energy transfer in the scattering of
K+ (Appendix C) and Cs+ (Appendix B) from Ag(001) as a function of incident energy and scattering geometry. In the second set of experiments I investigated the role
of electron-hole pair production in ion-solid interactions as a function of species and
incident energy for a fixed, normal incidence angle. In order to measure the electronhole pairs produced during these collisions I made use of ultrathin film metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) devices (see Appendix D). The final set of experiments studied
resonant charge transfer and the scattering dynamics of Na+ scattering from Ag(001)
(see Appendix E). In this experiment we were able to compare the theoretical models
for resonant charge transfer processes to experimental data using clean surfaces.
In Chapter 2 I will discuss the rebuilding and set up for the experimental apparatus used to perform the experiments described above. Details regarding beamline
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functionality, detection schemes and the sample transfer system are also provided in
Chapter 2 (see Appendix A). The use of ultrathin film metal-oxide-semiconductor
devices as detectors for electron-hole pairs generation is also discussed. In Chapter 3
I will summarize the results of the experiments performed and suggest experiments
for further studies. The Appendices A-E are meant to account for the data generated
during the experiments and the analysis of that data.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus and
Techniques
2.1

Introduction
To study experimentally hyperthermal and low energy gas-surface interactions

like those described in the previous chapter, very specialized equipment is necessary.
Primary considerations for building such a piece of equipment include: producing
the ions, focusing the ions into a beam, filtering the beam for mass and charge,
space-charge spreading of the ion beam, resolving beam energy well enough perform
spectroscopy and detection of ions and neutral particles. Furthermore, beam currents
of at least 0.1 nA are required to obtain adequate statistics in the scattered spectra
on timescales which are short compared to monolayer formation of residual gas atoms
on the sample. The ion beamline described in this chapter meets these challenges by
producing singly charged, monoenergetic beams of alkali and noble and reactive gas
ions ranging in energy from 10 keV down to 10 eV. To perform spectroscopy, the beam
of mass and energy selected ions is incident on and scatters from a sample target into
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an energy- and charge-resolved detector located in the scattering chamber.

2.2

Beamline Overview
An internal schematic of the beamline is shown in Fig. 2.1. The primary

components that make up the beamline are the source, lens 1 and a Wien velocity
filter, lens 2, the monochromator, lens 3, lens 4, lens 5 and the sample. To reduce
space-charge spreading of the beam, the three element einzel lenses 1 - 5 have been
located throughout the beamline. Beams from the ion source are extracted and
mass selected using the Wien filter and focused by lens 1. Lens 2 is used to focus
the beam on the entrance of the monochromator. Lens 3 takes the beam from the
monochromator and produces a large diameter and nearly parallel beam for transport
to the scattering chamber. Transporting the beam in this way reduces the current
density and serves to reduce the effects of space-charge spreading of the beam [69].
Lens 4 is located inside the chamber and focuses the beam into lens 5 which is located
immediately before the sample. This final lens serves to focus the beam onto a 1 mm
spot on the sample and can be used to decelerate the beam.
In order to efficiently reduce space-charge spreading of the beam the beamline
has two modes of operation, mode 1 and mode 2. Mode 1 is used for beam energies
≥ 400 eV where space-charge spreading of the ion beam is not significant. In this
mode transporting the beam is straightforward and ions are extracted from the source
at Ef , transported to the monochromator, and focused on the sample. However, to
produce beam energies less than 400 eV at the sample mode 2 is used. In mode
2 ions are extracted at 400 eV, transported through the monochromator at 400 eV
and then transported to lens 4 at 400 eV. In this mode the beam is focused through
an aperture by using lens 4 as an einzel lens and lens 5 decelerates and focuses the
30

Figure 2.1: Internal schematic of the ion beamline and UHV scattering chamber.
The ions are produced by the ion source and transported to the sample with five electrostatic lenses and three electrostatic deflectors. The beam passes through the 90◦
spherical monochromator which resolves the beam energy to ∼ 1%. In time-of-flight
mode the beam is pulsed using the x-y deflectors located after the monochromator to
sweep the beam past the aperture located in lens 4. The time-of-flight and 180◦ spherical electrostatic analyzer detectors are mounted on a rotating table in the scattering
chamber.
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beam on the sample with final energy Ef < 400 eV. A transport energy of 400 eV is
chosen for two reasons: space-charge spreading of the beam is not significant and the
deceleration ratios of lenses 4 and 5 are not well-behaved for very large deceleration
ratios [70]. The maximum deceleration ratio for this system is ≈ 40 which allows the
beam to be decelerated from 400 eV down to 10 eV. In both modes the sample is held
at ground potential. In mode 2 the beamline optics are biased at eVbias = Ef − 400
eV. The source, monochromator, and scattering chamber sections are separated by
electrical isolation spools. During operation in mode 2 the inline valves and flexible
couplings are biased at eVbias .

2.3

Beamline Sections
The ultra-high vacuum (UHV) beamline is separated by two all-metal inline

valves which divide the beamline into three sections: the source, monochromator and
scattering chamber sections. Here key aspects of each beamline section are discussed
and detailed drawings of the sample transfer system are provided to offer more insight
into its operation.

2.3.1

Source Section
The source section consists primarily of a Colutron G-2 ion gun [71]. The ion

source provided with the Colutron ion gun is a hot filament gas source. This source
relies on the thermal energy of the hot filament to ionize an incoming gas. In addition
to the gas source, a custom built source[72] that uses a solid-state, commercially
available ion emitter from Heatwaves Labs [73] is used to produce alkali ions and is
designed to be compatible with the Colutron ion gun. Ions produced by either source
are extracted and focused using an einzel lens through a Wien filter for charge and
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Figure 2.2: A plan view of the beamline and UHV scattering chamber. The beamline
is differentially pumped and divided into three sections (the source, monochromator
and scattering chamber) by the two inline valves. Pumping impedances between the
three sections provide relatively independent pressures in each section. Each of the
two inline valves are mounted between two insulating glass spools such that they can
be biased off of ground potential in mode 2 to provide incident beam energies at the
sample < 400 eV.
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mass selection. To maintain UHV conditions the source section is pumped with a
Varian TV 301 turbomolecular pump.

2.3.2

Monochromator Section
The primary component in this section of the beamline is a 90◦ spherical

electrostatic analyzer which serves as a monochromator. The spherical geometry is
double-focusing and maximizes current transmission for cylindrically shaped beams.
In addition, its geometry prevents the passage of light and neutral particles from the
ion source. The input and output apertures of the monochromator are symmetrically
placed on either side of the spherical sectors minimizing the distance the beam must
travel in the monochromator reducing the space-charge spreading of the beam inside
the monochromator.
With a 1 mm diameter monochromator input and output apertures, an energy
resolution of ∆E/E ≈ 1% is obtained by using a pass radius of 48.5 mm. By choosing
the pass radius to be at the radius of mean potential between two spheres, the spheres
can be operated at a symmetric voltage, ±Vsphere .
The monochromator is made from oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper. To align the monochromator with the rest of the beamline optics two 1.6 mm
diameter holes are located in the outer sphere of the monochromator along the two
beam axes. These holes are small enough that they do not significantly perturb the
electric field inside the monochromator [74].
Located before and after the monochromator are einzel lenses 2 and 3 which
are used to focus the beam into and out of the monochromator. Lenses 2 and 3 each
are made up of 2.54 cm I.D. and 2.54 cm long focusing elements which are supported
on alumina rods for electrical isolation. After passing through the monochromator,
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lens 3 produces a collimated beam expanded to about 2 cm in diameter. The large
beam diameter reduces the current density and consequently space-charge spreading
of the beam. At the end of lenses 2 and 3 are apertures which the beam can be steered
through using x-y deflectors which have a geometry similar to an element of an einzel
lens except they are split into four electrically isolated, equally sized quadrants. The
lens elements and x-y deflectors are made from OFHC copper. UHV conditions in the
monochromator section are maintained by a single Varian ion pump with a pumping
speed of 60 l/s.

2.3.3

Scattering Chamber Section
Once the beam enters the scattering chamber it encounters the last two lenses

(lenses 4 and 5) of the beamline. In mode 2 lens 4 is used as a einzel lens and lens
5 is a deceleration lens. Each element in lens 5 is 1.27 cm I.D. and 1.27 cm long.
Since the focal properties scale with lens diameter, the reduced diameter of lens 5
allows it to be located closer to the sample, reducing space-charge spreading at the
lowest energies. To study the profile of the tuned beam, a Faraday cup, with a 1 mm
diameter circular aperture, which is located on the manipulator below the sample
is translated in the plane perpendicular to the beam. By measuring the current at
different Faraday cup positions the beam profile can be determined (see Fig. 2.3).
The two-tiered scattering chamber was manufactured by Perkin-Elmer. The
upper tier is a 12 in. diameter cylinder and the lower tier is a 24 in. diameter cylinder.
For sample preparation and characterization the upper-tier features rear-view low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics (Omicron RVL-1) and a Auger electron
spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer PHI model 10-155). The LEED and Auger spectrometer
are mounted on bellows-sealed translation stages which can be withdrawn to permit
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Figure 2.3: A contour plot of the measured current profile for a 400 eV beam of K+ .
The Faraday cup used for these measurements is located on the sample manipulator
and is located in the center of the scattering chamber. The intensity is measured in
pA.

unhindered rotation and translation of the sample holder. Also located in the upper
tier is a home-built sputter-ion gun for sample cleaning. A residual gas analyzer
(VG Model SX-200) for monitoring gases in the scattering chamber and a Kelvin
probe (Delta-Phi-Electronik) for performing work function measurements are also
positioned in the upper tier of the scattering chamber.
The ion beam enters the chamber in the lower tier where it scatters from the
sample located in the center of the scattering chamber. The detectors are located on a
rotating table which rides on the bottom flange. The drive shaft for the table is fixed
to a differentially pumped rotating seal (Thermionics Model RNN-400) that can be
rotated reproducibly within ±0.2◦ . The degrees of freedom provided by the rotating
detector and manipulator allow, in theory, any combination of angles in the plane of
the beam to be accessed. However, in practice, the maximum total scattering angle is
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limited to 130◦ because lenses 4 and 5 protrude into the scattering chamber limiting
the rotation of the detector. This sacrifice is necessary to prevent significant spacecharge spreading at the sample position. UHV conditions in the scattering chamber
are obtained and maintained by a Varian TV 551 turbomolecular pump that has a
pumping speed of 550 l/s, a Varian 500 l/s ion pump and a titanium sublimator pump
with a liquid nitrogen cryoshield. After bakeout, pressures as low as 1 × 10−10 Torr
have been achieved with operating pressures in the 5 × 10−10 Torr range.

2.4

Ion and Neutral Particle Detection
Using either the neutral particle detector or the electrostatic analyzer (ESA),

the scattered beam flux is detected. In this section, details regarding the ion and
neutral particle detectors are discussed.

2.4.1

Ion Detection
To detect scattered ions, the ESA uses a 180◦ spherical electrostatic analyzer

with a Channeltron electron multiplier (Galileo Electro-Optics Model 4816) located
at the output. The analyzer has a mean radius of 50 mm and energy resolution
less than 1%. After passing through the analyzer the ions are accelerated into the
channel electron multiplier. In a Channeltron, the post-acceleration is provided by
the high voltage supply and the detection efficiency generally plateaus at a few kV.
The multiplier bias supply floats on the input of the high voltage supply providing
post-acceleration of the ions for improved ion detection efficiency. In this work the
multiplier bias was set to 2400 V to accelerate the ions. This is a simple arrangement
which is widely used because the absolute detection efficiency is not as important as
the relative efficiency across the energy range for a given spectrum. The multiplier is
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operated in pulse counting mode and is AC coupled to a preamp-discriminator (MITF100-T) by a vacuum-compatible high voltage capacitor. The preamp provides TTL
pulses which are used to measure ion counts via a Hewlett-Packard 5335A counter.
The Hewlett-Packard counter is connected to a computer through a GPIB where a
LabView program scans the electrostatic analyzer voltages and measures the number
of ions to produce an energy spectrum.

2.4.2

Neutral Particle Detection
To perform charge transfer measurements a technique for measuring neutral

particles is necessary. One possible technique for indirectly measuring neutral particles involves using only the ESA. In this technique, the scattered ion flux for a
clean surface is used as a reference point and is compared to the scattered ion flux
for varying amounts of adsorbate coverage. This technique was used in experiments
performed by the Cooper group to study the effects of adsorbate coverage on neutralization of the scattered ion beam [54]. Thus, the ratio of the scattered ion flux on
the clean surface to the scattered ion flux on the adsorbate-covered surface is the ion
survival probability (ISP).
One clear limitation of this technique is that the ISP from the reference surface
needs to be known in order to make an absolute measurement of the ISP. For cases
where the ionization level is less than the value of the Fermi level of the target, the
ISP is expected to be one. However, for projectile ions where the ionization potential
has a crossing with the work function of the clean metal target, the ISP is not known
and therefore cannot be compared to theory.
Obviously, a neutral particle detector that could measure the scattered neutral flux of a clean surface would be a valuable tool for investigating charge transfer
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processes. Although measuring low energy neutral atoms is difficult, a technique for
measuring low energy neutral alkali atoms has been developed by Los et al. [75] and
implemented into our scattering chamber by Greg Kimmel [76]. This system uses
standard time-of-flight techniques to measure velocity- and angle-resolved distributions of scattered neutral and charged alkalis.
As mentioned previously, the detection efficiency for most channel electron
multipliers such as Channeltrons [77] is small for low energy particles whether charged
or neutral. With ions, the efficiency is improved by simply biasing the channel electron
multiplier to a high voltage thereby post accelerating the ions into the channel electron
multiplier. Since this does not work for neutral particles, a technique for ionizing and
accelerating the neutral particles is required to improve detection efficiency. The
technique chosen by Kimmel to post-ionize in the NPD uses the process of surface
ionization to convert the neutral particles into ions which can then be accelerated
into the channel electron multiplier. Surface ionization involves scattering the neutral
particles from a high work function surface where the neutral particles are efficiently
ionized.
A schematic of the neutral particle detector is shown in Fig. 2.4. The primary
components of the detector include: a set of collimation apertures, a platinum foil, a
pair of biasing elements and a channel electron multiplier. The neutral particle detector is located on the rotating table beside the ESA as shown in Fig. 2.1. By mounting
the NPD on the rotating table, angle-resolved neutral fraction measurements can be
made. To perform a measurement, the detector is positioned at the desired scattering angle and the scattered atoms (ions and neutrals) pass through the collimation
apertures, scatter from the Pt foil and into the channel electron multiplier. The Pt
foil efficiently ionizes the atoms regardless of incident charge state. These ions are
accelerated by a high voltage and strike the photocathode of the channel electron
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the time-of-flight spectrometer. The main components of
the spectrometer are shown.

multiplier. The neutral flux is measured by biasing the collimation apertures to reject the scattered ion flux but transmit the neutral flux. In this way a the neutral
flux is measured and can be compared to the total flux to determine the ISP.
In order to efficiently ionize the scattered atoms the Pt foil needs to be prepared. The Pt foil is prepared by resistive heating to ∼ 850-1000◦ C for two minutes.
The foil is resistively heated by a current of ∼ 11 A. This heating procedure removes
any contaminants from the Pt foil so that only the highly efficient ionizing Pt surface
is exposed to the scattered beam flux. Although previous procedure required that the
Pt foil be heated in a 1 × 10−7 Torr oxygen environment for 10 min, I have found that
this is not necessary. Moreover, by oxygenating the surface an incident atom may
sputter the oxygen from the Pt surface producing erroneous neutral counts. Therefore, preparation under UHV conditions was the standard procedure for cleaning the
Pt foil in the experiments presented here.
The NPD is implemented with standard time-of-flight techniques to measure
scattered neutral particles. The incident ion beam is pulsed by applying voltages
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Figure 2.5: Intensity of the neutral and total spectra for 807 eV Na+ scattering from
Ag(001) along the [110] direction. For comparison, an ESA spectrum is included
showing agreement between the time-of-flight spectra and the ESA. The ESA spectrum shown has been rescaled for clarity purposes.

to the x-y deflectors located after the monochromator. The x-y deflector voltages
are sequenced such that the beam moves in a rectangular pattern sweeping past the
aperture. The result is a pulsed ion beam. Representative data from this system is
shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.5

Sample Manipulator and Transfer System
The sample can be placed in either tier of the scattering chamber by a sample

manipulator custom made by Custom Vacuum Systems. It features ±1/2 inches of X
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and Y travel, 9 1/2 inches of Z travel, and three different rotations: 0 to 360◦ about the
z-axis (the entire manipulator rotates about the vertical axis on differentially pumped
rotating seal), ±5◦ tilt of the sample, and ±45◦ of azimuthal rotation (rotation about
surface normal). Angular fiducials are located on the sample holder such that the
absolute tilt and azimuthal positions can be read from outside vacuum. The tilt
and azimuthal adjustments are accurate to within ±0.5◦ , while the rotation of the
manipulator itself is accurate to ±0.2◦ . Over the course of beamline operation the
sample holder has undergone three significant design changes in order to provide
greater degrees of freedom for the sample and improve sample position accuracy.
Originally, a sample holder provided with the manipulator which incorporated
tilt and azimuth adjustments was used. Later, an improved design by David Peale
which featured more precise azimuth and tilt adjustments was installed. The Peale
design also used a sample plug which could be removed via a load-lock without losing
vacuum [78, 79]. This design allowed sample exchange in and out of vacuum; however,
due to difficulty in the sample exchange process this system was rarely used. Specifically, to remove the sample a spring had to be compressed to cam-off the sample
plug. Compression of the spring caused the manipulator rod that supports the sample holder to bend. This distortion of the manipulator rod changed the geometry of
the plug-removal claw coupling therefore making sample transfers very difficult. Due
to the difficulty in making sample transfers, samples were rarely exchanged and oftentimes samples were not exchanged until the manipulator was completely removed
from the scattering chamber.
In transit to Clemson from Cornell University the Peale sample holder was
broken and provided motivation for designing and constructing a new sample transfer system. This latest design is based on a Thermionics design [80] and was developed further by Stephen Moody [81] for installation into the scattering chamber
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Figure 2.6: The sample transfer head. Mounted on the end of the MCLRT, the sample
transfer head engages with the sample carrier faceplate and the MCLRT translates
the sample carrier between the sample dock and the load lock.

(see Fig. 2.10). Requirements for the new system were that samples be exchanged
in a turnaround time of a few days and be performed under vacuum. Additionally,
components such as the thermocouple, heater and sample should be able to be replaced/repaired ex-situ. To meet these requirements, a new system was developed
consisting of three primary components: a magnetically couple linear rotary translator (MCLRT) with a sample transfer head mounted on the scattering chamber (see
Fig. 2.6), a sample carrier consisting of a sample, a heater filament and a thermocouple which can transferred from the MCLRT load lock to the manipulator and a
sample dock which is mounted on the end of the manipulator. The stainless steel
sample transfer head, sample carrier and sample dock were all machined by Brian
Turpin in the Clemson University Physics and Astronomy machine shop.
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2.5.1

Sample Carrier
Basic requirements for the sample carrier module included providing electrical

connectivity for at least six contacts from the sample mount to sample dock while
being capable of quick sample turnaround at high vacuum. To accomplish this, a
design consisting of a set of three stacked, rotationally staggered rings that couple
to matching hooks on the sample dock was used to provide electrical and mechanical
connectivity. Each ring is split providing a total of six electrical and mechanical
contacts on the sample carrier. A front sample transfer plate is mounted on top of
the three contact rings to provide rapid sample transfer and to hold the sample. The
front sample transfer plate is designed to couple to a matching sample transfer head so
that the sample carrier can be translated between the load lock and the sample dock.
The four levels are electrically isolated with 14 alumina spacers with thru holes for
the lengths of threaded rod which fasten the sample carrier assembly together. Each
sample ring is electrically contacted by tightening a hex nut on the threaded rod to
the ring. Figure 2.7 shows the design and primary components of the sample carrier
(with no sample or sample mount shown). The sample mount on the front plate
had to be versatile enough to allow access for heating and cooling the sample. The
same basic design also needed to be able to accommodate both rectangular cleaved
silicon-type samples and circular hat-type metal crystal samples. The dimensions for
metal crystal samples are already established, so the new design needed to be able
to incorporate those samples without modification. The basic design consists of a set
of rings designed to be bolted to the face of the sample carrier along with the actual
sample retaining piece, which can be interchanged depending on the sample type.
See Fig. 2.8 for a diagram of the sample mount as designed for a standard hat-type
copper crystal sample. The same sample mount assembly used for the hat-shaped
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Figure 2.7: Drawing of the sample carrier. The main electrical connection components
of the sample carrier are the contact rings, insulating spacers and the stainless steel
conducting posts which double to fasten the sample carrier together.

Figure 2.8: Drawing of sample carrier showing sample, contact rings, faceplate and
contacts.
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metal crystals was used for mounting the 16 mm × 14 mm rectangular diode samples.
To mount these samples a mock hat-shaped metal sample was machined from OFHC
copper and mounted in the sample mount. The mock sample served as an adaptor to
mount the rectangular shaped MOS samples. The diodes were mechanically mounted
to the copper adaptor with EPO-TEK H2O silver epoxy [82]. Electrical connection
to the top metal layer of the diode was provided by 0.004” W wire contacted by silver
epoxy to the metal layer and attached to one of the electrical contacts provided by
the sample carrier.

2.5.2

Sample Carrier Dock
In order to accept the new sample carrier, the Peale sample holder had to be

retrofitted with a new sample dock. Unfortunately, the new sample dock placed the
sample face off-center in the scattering chamber. To remedy this problem, the sample
holder was fitted with a new top plate that was designed, machined and installed to
reposition the sample dock such that the surface of the sample was located at the
center of the scattering chamber. Also, the new top plate provided enough travel
in the X direction that adequate adjustments could be made for beam alignment.
The new sample dock also provides three more electrical contacts than the Peale
design (total of 6 contacts). The added contacts provide a connection for current
measurements on the sample, two thermocouple connections for measuring sample
temperature, two leads for the heater filament and an extra lead for possibly biasing
a metal-oxide-semiconductor device.
Mechanically securing the sample carrier to the dock is achieved through a system of securing hooks which also provide electrical contact outside of vacuum through
a vacuum compatible Kapton insulated wiring harness. The hooks are staggered at
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the sample dock. The sample dock is mounted on the end
of the manipulator and has three degrees of freedom, X, Z and tilt. The cooling head
and main body are made of OFHC copper.
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three levels with two hooks on each level but on opposite sides of the dock body to
prevent undesired torque on the sample carrier which would make sample loading
more difficult. This allows each of the six hooks to engage a different ring, and since
at each level of the sample carrier the rings are split and electrically isolated, each
of the six hooks engage a unique split ring so that mechanical docking and electrical
contact requirements are met simultaneously. In addition, since the rings (and hence
the hooks) are to serve as electrical contacts, the hooks must be individually electrically isolated. This was achieved via the use of Macor spacers machined such that the
hooks could be secured to the dock body via machine screws threaded into radially
tapped holes in the dock body while still being electrically isolated from the dock
and each other. The hooks were isolated from the machine screws by Alumina hat
washers obtained from McAllister Technical Services, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. Figure
2.9, a diagram of the docking system, shows how the design met both the mechanical and electrical requirements. Using this sequence of hardware a docking system
was assembled that met our requirements both in providing a sufficient number of
electrical contacts and stable sample docking.

2.5.3

Temperature Control
To monitor and control the sample temperature, an integrated heater and

external cooling system was implemented. The cooling stage operates via heat conduction through the copper body of the sample dock as heat is transferred away
from the sample via 1/8 flat copper braid strung from the (existing) cooling Dewar
mounted alongside the manipulator. In order to cool the sample liquid nitrogen is
pumped through the Dewar. Testing of this design revealed that it was ineffective in
cooling the sample. The poor performance is believed to be due to the lack of ther-
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Figure 2.10: Sample carrier mounted in sample dock.
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mal contact between the copper braids and the sample. The heater module prevented
good thermal contact between the copper cooling hat and the sample. To reach the
copper cooling hat the 1/8” flat copper braids had to be fed through the dock body
replacing the larger copper braids in the Peale design. Further reducing the cooling
efficiency is the fact that the cooling head in the sample carrier is not permanently
fixed to the cooling hat on the sample dock. However, this was necessary so that the
sample carrier could be exchanged in vacuum via the load lock system.
The heater from the previous design [79] was reused in the interest of saving
design and implementation time and the sample holder was designed with those size
constraints in mind. The heater is integrated into the system via a set of hollow rings
designed to hold the heater module close to the back of the sample without making
contact with the sample to provide optimum heating qualities without the possibility of damaging the sample or apparatus. The heater has two modes of operation:
electron beam and radiative heating. In electron beam heating mode, the electrically
isolated filament is resistively heated to emit electrons and a voltage is applied between the sample and the filament so that the emitted electrons are accelerated to
the sample. This method provides rapid sample heating, especially when compared
to the radiative mode in which case the sample is heated only by resistive heating of
the filament.
In order to monitor the sample temperature during heating and cooling cycles, it is also necessary to incorporate a thermocouple into the sample mount design.
A type K (alumel-chromel) thermocouple positioned under the sample is used to
measure the sample temperature. Electrical contacts for both the heater and thermocouple come from the sample dock via the set of staggered rings described previously.
This requires a total of four contacts, leaving two contacts for sample sensing or
characterization.
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2.6
2.6.1

Sample Handling
Metal Crystals
The sample used in the experiments described in Appendices A-C and E was a

commercially available Ag(001) single-crystal manufactured by MaTecK GmbH [83].
Prior to scattering experiments the sample was prepared by sputtering with 500 eV
Ar+ at 1.0 µA for 10 minutes followed by an anneal at 420◦ C for 5 minutes. LEED was
used to verify the scattering azimuth and ensure that the annealing procedure restored
long range surface order following the sputter cycle. Following data collection, Auger
electron spectroscopy was used to monitor surface contamination from the incident
beam. It was found that contamination due to desorption of the incident beam
was minimal and that elevating the sample temperature to prevent desorption during
scattering measurements was not necessary. Futhermore, repeated spectra taken with
the same scattering geometry were essentially identical in shape and relative intensity.

2.7

Hot Electron Detection
In addition to scattering experiments, work was performed to measure the

generation of electron-hole pairs during hyperthermal and low energy ion-solid collisions. Detection of electron-hole pairs in metals is particularly difficult due to the
short lifetime associated with excitations in a metal; however, by using a rectifying
solid state device they can be measured. In the experiment described in detail in
Appendix D, a rectifying ultrathin film metal-oxide-semiconductor device was used
to separate the e-h pairs such that they could be measured as a current.
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Figure 2.11: Electrical schematic of circuit used to measure hot electron current. V
can optionally be used to bias the device and drive electrons to the surface of the
metal layer of the MOS diode device.

2.7.1

Hot Charge Carrier Measurements
The ion induced hot charge carriers in the device were measured as a current

under high vacuum conditions and at room temperature. To sense the current associated with the hot charge carriers, the devices were connected to a Keithley 6482
picoammeter, a Keithley 6512 electrometer and a Hewlett-Packard 4140B semiconductor parameter analyzer as shown schematically in Fig. 2.11. Current measurements
of the MOS devices under ambient lighting conditions revealed that the devices were
sensitive to light exposure. In order to prevent photoexcited electrons from forming
an undesired electric field across the device during ion bombardment, the devices
were light shielded.
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To investigate the device response due to ion bombardment, the devices were
placed in a custom machined sample mount that places the plane of the MOS device
normal to the direction of the ion beam. Additionally, a stainless steel shield was
fabricated and placed over the device to limit beam exposure to a small portion
(8.0 mm2 ) of the top gate metal. The shield also prevents stray ions from striking
the electrical contacts on the device which could be misinterpreted as hot electrons.
Multiple devices were bombarded with beams of He+ , Ar+ , Li+ , K+ ranging in energy
from 100 eV to 5 keV. During the current measurements, the gate metal layer was
placed at ground potential and the device was at zero bias.
Due to the small ion beam current in the scattering chamber it was found
that only a very small hot carrier current was generated. In order to obtain adequate
statistics and increase the signal-to-noise ratio the sample was placed between the
source and monochromator sections where the beam current was much larger providing adequate statistics to measure the hot carrier current. Since spectroscopy was
not being performed in these experiments use of the monochromator to resolve the
beam energy within 1% was not necessary. Experiments also showed that light from
the noble gas ion source filament did not affect the current measurements.

2.7.2

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Hot Electron Detectors
The devices used in the experiments described herein were manufactured by Ib

Chorkendorff’s research group at the Technical University of Denmark. Initially, we
contacted Eric McFarland to obtain Schottky diode devices; however, he had passed
his manufacturing technology to Dr. Ib Chorkendorff’s group at the Technical University of Denmark. In a personal communication he explained that the Danish group’s
facilities were more advanced and that they were able to manufacture high quality
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Figure 2.12: Photograph of MOS device mounted in a stainless steel sample holder.
The device is attached to the sample holder with two Mo clips which clamp the device
to the sample holder. Six glass plates electrically isolate the device from the stainless
steel sample holder. In addition to mechanically fastening the device, the Mo clips
also provide electrical contact to the ultrathin metal film. A hole machined in the
sample holder provides access to the backside Ohmic contact of the device.

devices on a relatively large scale. We contacted Ib Chorkendorff and developed a
collaboration where his research group manufactured and shipped us devices.
The metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) hot electron detector is a solid state
device composed of a Si substrate, a thin layer of SiO2 and a thin metal layer as the
gate. To ensure stability against mechanical probing, the device is framed with a
thick oxide region. A view of the hot electron detector and the detector mount can
be seen Fig. 2.12. The hot electron detectors are designed with a 1 cm2 active area of
ultra-thin Au. The devices measure 16×14 mm including the thick oxide frame. The
hot electron emitters are fabricated on 4 inch (100 mm) wafers, with 20 individual
chips on each wafer. Each chip is separated with a 0.3 mm gap which is used to
dice the wafer into individual chips. Fig. 2.13 shows a wafer with 20 hot electron
detecting devices. It is also possible to fabricate wafers which, apart from the 20 full
size devices, have a large amount of test devices with areas of thin tunnel oxide a
fraction of the full size devices. Details regarding the manufacture of the MOS devices
are provided below and are included for completeness [84].
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Figure 2.13: Photograph of 4 in. wafer with 20 individual devices and test devices
which are situated along the perimeter of the wafer and in the center.

Substrate
The substrates used for the hot electron detecting MOS devices are 4 inch Si wafers
highly n-doped using antimony (Sb). According to the manufacturer [85] the sheet
resistance for these wafers is ≤ 0.025 Ω-cm. The crystal orientation of the wafers are
(100) to expose a rectangular lattice at the surface which is useful when cleaving the
wafers into individual devices. The Si substrate is chosen due to the availability of
very well-defined and inexpensive wafers. The wafers used in this project are heavily
n-doped in order to ensure that Ohmic contact for the interfacing instrumentation
are easily made.
Thick Oxide Frame
To electrically interface the ultrathin metal gate layer, a thick SiO2 layer is deposited.
Electrical contact can be made to thick metal films, on the order of 100 nm directly
on the ultra thin oxide region, but with thin gate layers of 20 nm and below the
ultra-thin oxide is ruined if probed mechanically. For this reason, the thick oxide
frame is created in two steps: first a 0.75 µm thick wet oxide is formed in a furnace,
this oxide is then etched away to reveal the Si substrate in the active emitter areas
using a bHF solution.
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Tunnel Barrier
After back etching the thick oxide frame with buffered hydroflouric acid (bHF), an
ultra-thin tunnel barrier of SiO2 is thermally grown that has an area of 1 cm2 . The
oxide is formed in an ultra-clean furnace immediately after an RCA[49] cleaning
procedure. The area of 1 cm2 is ultra-large compared to similar devices produced
in the semiconductor industry which typically have active areas several thousands
times smaller. The area is chosen to meet the ultimate objective of detecting hot
electron enhanced chemistry on the device. Since the probablity for detecting hot
electron chemistry is directly proportional to the active area of the device,the ultralarge area optimizes detection probability of hot electron chemistry events and while
being small enough to form high quality devices. The thickness of the oxide must be
in the low nanometer range in order to get a reasonable tunnel current density. The
oxide thickness can be customized to a given application; however, the oxide thickness
should be thick enough to support the field created by the applied voltage used to
set the energy of the hot electrons, but thin as possible to maximize the tunneling
probability such that the current density of hot electrons in the device is maximized.
Metal Gate Layer
The metal gate layer is used for several purposes: it serves to apply the bias voltage
across the oxide layer, provides electrical contact to instrumentation and finally it is
the template for hot electron surface chemistry. From an electrical contact and bias
voltage viewpoint a thick well-conducting metal layer would be ideal, but to increase
the probability of hot electron emission, the metal layer should be kept as thin as
possible to reduce scattering and thermalization of the hot electrons. The metal layer
is deposited using physical vapor deposition (PVD). Initially a photo resist mask
and subsequent lift-off was used to define the metal layer, but this method produced
impure metal films. Instead an Al shadow mask was designed to eliminate the need
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for wet chemistry after the metal layer had been deposited. Using this method high
purity, ultrathin metal films could be produced.
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Chapter 3
Summary and Future Experiments
In the previous chapters the motivation for studying hyperthermal and low
energy ion scattering was presented and also the experimental apparatus required to
perform these investigations was described. Using the apparatus described four experiments have been performed and a summary of these experiments is presented here.
In addition to a summary of the experimental work, directions for future experiments
are also presented.

3.1

Summary
My research over the past five years has focused on gas-surface interactions

under the supervision of Dr. Chad Sosolik at Clemson University. Specifically, I have
studied energy dissipation and charge transfer in low and hyperthermal energy (1 eV
to 10 keV) ion-surface collisions. In order to study the energy and charge transfer,
alkali ions were scattered from noble metal crystalline surfaces into an energy- and
angle- resolved detector. Alkali ions scattering from metal surfaces are ideal systems
for such studies. The noble-gas electronic structure of singly ionized alkalis simpli-
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fies the construction of the interaction potential and the well understood electronic
behavior simplifies the interpretation of the energy spectra.
The scattered ion flux has kinetic energy which is determined by the nature of
the collisions, the masses of the pair of atoms involved in the collision, the closeness of
their collision and the impact parameters. The scattering in these experiments is due
to a repulsive quantum mechanical (Pauli exclusion) potential between the colliding
atoms. Additionally, charge transfer mechanisms which take place in surface or adsorbate induced catalysis also occur in hyperthermal energy (1 to 500 eV) ion-surface
interactions and therefore can be studied by hyperthermal energy ion scattering experiments.
Due to the difficulties in producing beams of hyperthermal energy ions, a custom built beamline and scattering chamber is required to perform these experiments.
This is in contrast to the use of low energy (500 eV to 10 keV) ion scattering which
is a common and easily accessible spectroscopic tool. As part of my Ph.D. project,
I installed and refurbished an ultra-high vacuum ion scattering system which was
originally at Cornell University (see Appendix A).
Studies that utilize low to hyperthermal energy (∼ 1 eV to 10 keV) ions
to probe the fundamental dynamics of energy and charge transfer at surfaces are
unique as they bridge the gap between adsorption-dominated thermal energy (< 1
eV) beam effects and the collision-dominated phenomena observed in the low-tomedium energy regimes (> 1keV). In particular, the intrinsic timescales involved in
ion-surface interactions in this energy range allow for velocity-resolved measurements
of charge state evolution as a function of atomic position outside of a surface. Also,
the small de Broglie wavelength of the incident projectiles ensures that scattering
trajectories are inherently classical and involve only a few atoms at the surface. The
knowledge gained from this type of work can be applied to the many technological
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processes that rely on ion-surface scattering, such as ion-beam etching, desorption,
and secondary ion mass spectrometry.
After the ion scattering system was re-commissioned, energy- and angle-resolved
spectra were measured for hyperthermal energy K+ scattered from the surface of
Ag(001) along the [110] direction. The angle of incidence was fixed at 45◦ and the
final angle of the detector was varied between 20◦ and 65◦ , where the angles are relative to the surface normal. In general the scattered spectra contained four distinct
peaks indicating the presence of specific ion trajectories at the surface. To interpret
these data we calculated the repulsive portion of the interaction as a Hartree-Fock
pair potential between the ion and surface atoms and an attractive potential was also
included to model the image charge induced in the metal. This calculated potential
was used by the classical scattering simulation safari and excellent agreement was
found between the experimental and simulated results indicating the suitability of
our potential parameterization in the hyperthermal energy regime. Although previous work has shown that in the hyperthermal energy regime, an interaction potential
that is summed over several surface atoms is required to match the experimental
results, the scattered spectra have always been described as sequential quasi-binary
collisions between the ion and the surface atoms. The results of Appendix C represent
the first quantitative study of collective effects that are not quasi-binary in nature.
Specifically, I probed the transition from an ion undergoing multiple quasibinary surface collisions to the surface having a response that is collective and multiatom in nature. By holding the incident and final angles constant and reducing the
incident energy, we found the energy transfer to be less than expected due to image
charge effects. This observed increase in the relative scattered energy is found to
arise from a collective surface response where the combined repulsive potentials of
two surface atoms scatter a K+ ion into our detector.
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Also, energy and charge transfer measurements were performed for Na+ scattering from a Ag(001) single crystal along the [110] direction. The scattered energy
loss spectra were interpreted using the classical scattering simulation safari. Energy
loss spectra for a range of incident energies were presented and a threshold for subsurface scattering was determined. Using the classical scattering simulation safari
specific ion trajectories associated with peaks in the energy loss spectra for surface
and subsurface scattering events were able to be determined. In the subsurface scattering events, the observed peaks were associated with trajectories which have been
previously observed. However, in previous studies these trajectories were associated
with top layer scattering and not subsurface scattering as found in my experiments.
Also, the simulations revealed that the subsurface scattering events were strongly
temperature dependent. The role of subsurface scattering on the charge transfer
measurements is unclear. A deviation from the simulated results occurs at the onset
of the subsurface scattering trajectories suggesting the charge transfer may be trajectory dependent; however, further analysis is needed to confirm this conclusion. The
neutralization of the scattered beam varied from ∼ 30% to ∼ 70% depending on the
incident velocity consistent with resonant charge transfer. A fully quantum mechanical model that treats the electrons as independent particles accurately reproduced
the observed data (see Appendix E) [60].
I have also focused on the mechanisms through which noble metal surfaces
dissipate energy during hyperthermal energy ion impacts. Specifically, I studied the
role of electron-hole pair generation in the dissipation of energy induced by ion bombardment. Using ultrathin film metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices fabricated
by Dr. Ib Chorkendorff’s research group at the Technical University of Denmark
electron-hole pairs produced during ion-surface impact events were directly measured.
These excitations occur for projectile ion velocities that are below the threshold one
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obtains from a free electron (binary collision) model of a metal. To interpret these
subthreshold results a non-adiabatic formalism that accounts for the time-varying
potential between the ion and the target device was employed. Excellent agreement
was found with our measured yields over the full range of energies studied. A unique
aspect of these device based measurements is that they provide the ability to discern
the underlying mechanisms for energy dissipation through the solid matrix. As a
demonstration of this concept, a time-dependent hot hole response for incident Li+
beams was measured. This transient response is interpreted as an interaction between
interface traps in the oxide layer of the MOS device and a hot hole current. Simulated
bombardment of the top metal layer indicates that Li+ beams displace target atoms
significantly along trajectory paths that extend well into the film. In Appendix D we
conclude that these displacements create a sub-band in the metal film which allows
for efficient hole transport.

3.2
3.2.1

Direction for Future Experiments
Hot Electron Femtochemistry at Surfaces (HEFatS)
The ability to perform selective chemistry at surfaces has a broad range of

applications and recently the use of lasers to excite substrate electrons has generated
interest for performing hot electron chemistry. In these experiments, the laser pulse
creates a flux of excited electrons incident on the surface from within [86, 87, 88,
89, 90, 91, 92]. Inelastic scattering of these excited electrons with an adsorbate
provides a method for redistributing the energy of the electron into various degrees
of freedom and if enough energy is transferred into the center-of-mass translational
motion of the adsorbate, desorption or bond breaking may occur. Using femtosecond
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lasers, it is possible to reach high densities of excited electrons resulting in a different
dominating mechanism called desorption induced by multiple electronic transitions
(DIMET) where several hot electrons interact with the adsorbate [92].
Another innovative method proposed for performing hot electron femtochemistry involves the use of the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) heterostructures that
have been described previously [93]. With an ideal MOS device, it is possible to tune
hot electrons to a desired resonance of an adsorbate system by simply tuning the bias
voltage across the device. This approach is therefore a highly attractive method for
performing selective chemistry at surfaces. Such devices have been constructed and
characterized and are a promising candidate for future hot-electron femtochemistry
experiments [94]. Here we present data supporting a method to probe the band of excited electrons produced by these biased devices which uses our unique experimental
apparatus in conjunction with ultrathin film metal-oxide-semiconductor devices.

3.2.2

Preliminary Results
Applying a bias across an ultrathin film MOS device creates a flux of electrons

that is driven from the Si substrate to the surface of the ultrathin Au film. This flux
of electrons creates a broad band of electrons that can drive chemical reactions at
surfaces [93]. We suggest that hyperthermal energy ion scattering measurements can
be used to probe the alteration in the electronic structure at the surface of the MOS
device caused by hot electrons driven to the surface. Additionally, the agreement
between the BCA and the scattering data shown in Fig 3.1 implies that the energy
of the incident ion is dissipated into the displacement of Au atoms and not into the
electronic system such that interference between electrons caused by the ion impact
and electrons driven by the electric field produced by the bias voltage should be
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Figure 3.1: A representative spectrum for 802.1 eV Na+ scattering from a MOS
(Au/SiO2 /n-Si). The inset depicts the scattering geometry used in the experiment
[95]. The dashed vertical lines represent the energy loss due to quasi-single(QS) and
quasi-double (QD) collisions as predicted within the binary collision model. A line is
drawn between successive data points to guide the eye.
minimal. Due to the lack of hot electron generation in the Na+ -MOS system we
propose that alterations in the charge transfer should be measurable in hyperthermal
energy alkali charge transfer measurements.
Measurements to probe the neutralization probability of Na+ scattered from
MOS devices were conducted in a specular scattering geometry with θi = θf = 55◦ ;
however, the neutralization was near zero at a bias of 0 V and also 5 V across the
device. Due to the ≈ 0.17 eV difference in energy between the bare ionization potential of Na (5.14 eV) and the surface work function (5.31 eV) [96] it is expected that
the neutralization probability will be near zero at zero bias; however, at a bias of 5
V it is expected that the neutralization of the incident ion beam will be enhanced.
Under zero bias, the image interaction makes it energetically favorable for the Na to
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be positively charged at all distances from the surface, hence this makes Na+ an ideal
candidate for studies where changes in the electron energy distribution (e.g., a biased
MOS device) is altered and an enhancement of the neutralization of the scatter beam
is expected.
To date we have not observed an alteration in the neutralization by biasing
the devices. A possible explanation for this null result is that the electrons must
tunnel through the oxide into the metal layer. This severely restricts the number
of electrons which can be driven to the surface resulting in a reduced hot electron
current density for doing surface chemistry [97]. Additionally, the ultrathin oxide layer
is quite fragile and is subject to breakdown under extended periods of bias voltage.
Perhaps a more tractable method for performing HEFatS involves using an ultrathin
film metal-semiconductor Schottky diode device. By using an ultrathin film Schottky
diode device, the hot electron current density should be enhanced. The energy of the
hot electrons in a Schottky diode device will be on the level of the Schottky barrier
(tenths of eV) which is much less than the MOS device barrier heights (few eV).
However, hot electron mediated effects should be observable. I am hopeful that by
using the apparatus described herein combined with metal-semiconductor devices,
hot electron mediated charge exchange can be observed.
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Appendix A
A hyperthermal energy ion beamline for probing
hot electron chemistry at surfaces

The following has been previously published in The Review of Scientific Instruments.
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A hyperthermal energy ion beamline for probing hot electron chemistry
at surfaces
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An ultrahigh vacuum ion beamline and chamber have been assembled to produce hyperthermal
共⬍400 eV兲 energy ions for studying hot electron chemistry at surfaces. The specific design
requirements for this modified instrument were chosen to enable the exposure of a
metal-oxide-semiconductor 共MOS兲 device to monoenergtic, well-collimated beams of alkali ions
while monitoring both the scattered beam flux and the device characteristics. Our goal is to explore
the role that hot electrons injected toward the MOS device surface play in the neutralization of
scattered ions. To illustrate the functionality of our system, we present energy-resolved spectra for
Na+, K+, and Cs+ ions scattered from the surface of a Ag共001兲 single crystal for a range of incident
energies. In addition, we show MOS device current-voltage characteristics measured in situ in a new
rapid-turnaround load lock and sample translation stage. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2960559兴

The use of hyperthermal energy ion beams 共1 – 400 eV兲
as probes of energy and charge transfer at surfaces has historically been quite limited due to the difficulties in creating
and transporting adequate flux to a target in this energy
regime.1–5 This is in contrast to the use of low energy ions
共0.4– 20 keV兲 at surfaces, which are a common and easily
accessible spectroscopic tool.6 With the recent discovery of
hot electron or chemicurrent-based pathways for energy loss
at thin metal film surfaces,7,8 there is a need for dedicated
instruments that can produce hyperthermal energy beams and
explore these phenomena in more detail. Here we describe a
novel, ultrahigh vacuum ion scattering system that has been
redesigned for rapid turnaround and in situ characterization
of thin film metal devices under hyperthermal energy beam
exposures.
The system is differentially pumped and divided into
three sections that can be isolated using the all-metal inline
valves shown in Fig. 1. The three sections are connected by
flexible bellows that provide pumping impedances and allow
for reasonably independent operating pressures in each section. The two primary beamline sections 共I and II, separated
by inline valve 1兲 are pumped using a turbomolecular pump
共280 l / s兲 and an ion pump 共30 l / s兲, respectively. The scattering chamber 共Sec. III, separated by inline valve 2兲 is
pumped by a combination of a turbomolecular pump
共550 l / s兲, an ion pump 共440 l / s兲, and a titanium sublimation
pump.
Section I consists primarily of a Colutron G-2 ion gun9
and a homebuilt ion source10 that incorporates a commercially available alkali-doped aluminosilicate ion emitter11 to
produce singly charged alkali ions. All ions are transported to
the scattering chamber at energies of 400 eV or higher to
reduce space-charge spreading and the loss of beam flux.
Since final kinetic energies less than 400 eV are desired at
the sample position in Sec. III, the entire beamline 共Secs. I
and II兲 is placed at a negative voltage 共−400⬍ Vfloat ⬍ 0 V兲
with respect to the ground potential of Sec. III.12
0034-6748/2008/79共7兲/076106/3/$23.00

The flux of ions emerging from the aluminosilicate
emitter is focused and mass selected into a Faraday cup
mounted between Secs. I and II using an Einzel lens and
Wien filter mounted within the ion gun housing. Symmetric
sets of Einzel lenses and X-Y deflectors mounted at the entrance and exit apertures of a 90° spherical monochromator
then transport the beam through Sec. II. The primary purpose
of this section is to define the energy resolution of the ion
beam at ⌬E / E ⬃ 0.01.13 The energy-resolved flux passing
through the monochromator is monitored at a second Faraday cup between Secs. II and III. Two Einzel lenses and a
final set of X-Y deflectors focus the beam through a 1 mm
aperture and into a third Faraday cup at the center of the
scattering chamber.
Section III is a two-tier vacuum chamber that houses
various surface analysis tools, two scattered particle detectors, and a six-axis manipulator stage. The manipulator stage
holds a Faraday cup and translates samples between the two
chamber tiers to facilitate both beam exposures in the lower
tier and surface analysis in the upper tier. Mounted in the
upper tier are a sputter gun, Auger electron spectrometer
共AES兲, Kelvin probe, and a low energy electron diffraction
共LEED兲 system. The lower tier holds both an ion and a neutral particle detector 共NPD兲 mounted in plane with the incident ion beam on a differentially pumped rotatable flange.
The ion detector uses a 180° electrostatic analyzer 共ESA兲
combined with a channel electron multiplier to detect ions
with ⌬E / E = 0.016. Absolute ratios of the neutral to total flux
in the scattered beam and velocity-resolved spectra are determined with the NPD using beam pulsing and standard
time-of-flight techniques.14
A newly designed load-lock system was added to the
scattering chamber to facilitate rapid-turnaround beam exposures and characterization measurements using ex situ fabricated MOS devices. The system, connected to the lower
chamber tier, is isolated via a 4 in. gate valve and pumped
using a 150 l / s turbomolecular pump. A 4 in. elbow and
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FIG. 1. A top-down schematic view of our UHV beamline. The two inline
valves divide the system into three distinct sections. Two Faraday cups
共not shown here兲 are mounted in the beam prior to each inline valve. A third
Faraday cup is mounted at the center of the scattering chamber.

quick access door serve as the load-lock chamber which is
connected to a magnetically coupled linear rotary transfer
共MCLRT兲 rod with a 0.8 m stroke.15 The MCLRT rod is used
to place MOS devices directly in the ion beam path for exposures or to move sample transfer stages onto the manipulator of Sec. III. Our homebuilt transfer stages provide a
flexible method for electrically contacting samples, heater
filaments, and thermocouples. Moreover, they can be quickly
modified or repaired ex situ depending on the mounting
schemes required for MOS or other devices. A standard
transfer stage, shown in Fig. 2, includes three locking rings
and a faceplate separated by Macor® insulators. Each locking ring has two separate, electrically isolated halves, giving
six total electrical contacts for use with a faceplate-mounted
sample. Our typical mounting scheme also includes a coiled
W filament placed directly behind the sample for both radiative and electron beam heating. The filament is placed in a Ta
shield exposing only the back side of the sample to the
heater. The shield protects components from electrical shorting due to metal deposition from the filament. A type K

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 A rendering of the sample exchange system. A heater
filament and thermocouple are located behind the sample. An extractor
共not shown兲 is used to rotate the sample stage and disengage the retaining
clips for removal from vacuum.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 NPD and ESA scattered spectra for a Na+ ion
beam incident on Ag共001兲 with i =  f = 55°. The NPD total and neutral spectra are shifted up and rescaled for comparison with the ion-only ESA spectrum. The inset shows the scattering geometry for all spectra. 共b兲 Representative ESA spectra for Na+, K+, and Cs+ ions scattered from Ag共001兲 with
i =  f = 45°. For all spectra the ion beam was directed along the 具110典 crystal
azimuth.

alumel-chromel thermocouple is mounted on or near the
sample to monitor temperature. An extractor 共not shown兲 can
be attached to the MCLRT to remove the sample stage. It
engages with the faceplate to rotate the full assembly and
disengage the locking rings from the retaining clips. The
clips serve as mechanical and electrical contacts to the
manipulator.
In order to verify the operational parameters of the
beamline, Na+, K+, and Cs+ ions were scattered from a single
crystal Ag共001兲 target along the 具110典 azimuth at various
incident energies. The scattering azimuth was verified with a
combination of LEED and ion scattering spectroscopy. The
sample was cleaned using a sputter-annealing cycle consisting of a 500 eV Ar+ sputter and an annealing at 420 ° C. The
sample was exposed to the alkali ion beam with scattered
particles detected with the ESA and NPD. Sample cleanliness was verified using the AES. Figure 3共a兲 shows an ESA
spectrum and NPD spectra for a Na+ beam incident at
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Notes

path. This unique arrangement allows us to obtain the device
I-V characteristics while simultaneously measuring scattered
ions or neutral particles. Our complete hyperthermal energy
beamline coupled with this sample stage design will facilitate new investigations into charge transfer dynamics. For
example, we will test the theoretical prediction that ballistically transported electrons passing through a MOS device
can drive chemical processes at surfaces.18,19
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FIG. 4. An I-V measurement taken on a MOS device in situ. The device
consists of a 7 nm thick Au layer on a 1 nm Ti wetting layer separated from
the n-type Si substrate by 5 nm of SiO2.

51.4 eV. Figure 3共b兲 shows only ESA spectra measured for
three alkali species at incident energies between 100 and
400 eV. For the ESA spectra, the ion count obtained at each
pass energy 共E兲 has been multiplied by 1 / E to account for
the ESA transmission function. The Na+ and K+ spectra show
multiple energy-resolved peaks that are consistent with sequential binary collisions between the ions and single surface
atoms.16 The Cs+ spectrum shows a lower energy feature that
is the result of the complex dynamics involved in a heavy
atom-surface collision.17
The data in Fig. 4 demonstrate the functionality of the
sample stage mounted on the MCLRT rod for in situ currentvoltage 共I-V兲 characterization of MOS devices. The measurement exhibits a high leakage current, however, the data
verify the functionality of the sample stage for in situ I-V
measurements. The I-V curve shown was taken on a Au/ Si
MOS device that consisted of a 7 nm Au layer on top of a
1 nm Ti wetting layer. The metal layers were separated from
the n-doped Si substrate by a 5 nm SiO2 layer. For this particular measurement, the device was mounted in a sample
stage that placed it at 45° relative to the incident ion beam
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a b s t r a c t
We have investigated the scattering of K+ and Cs+ ions from a single crystal Ag(0 0 1) surface and from a
Ag–Si(1 0 0) Schottky diode structure. For the K+ ions, incident energies of 25 eV to 1 keV were used to
obtain energy-resolved spectra of scattered ions at hi = hf = 45°. These results are compared to the classical
trajectory simulation SAFARI and show features indicative of light atom-surface scattering where sequential binary collisions can describe the observed energy loss spectra. Energy-resolved spectra obtained for
Cs+ ions at incident energies of 75 eV and 200 eV also show features consistent with binary collisions.
However, for this heavy atom-surface scattering system, the dominant trajectory type involves at least
two surface atoms, as large angular deﬂections are not classically allowed for any single scattering event.
In addition, a signiﬁcant deviation from the classical double-collision prediction is observed for incident
energies around 100 eV, and molecular dynamics studies are proposed to investigate the role of collective
lattice effects. Data are also presented for the scattering of K+ ions from a Schottky diode structure, which
is a prototype device for the development of active targets to probe energy loss at a surface.
Ó 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Studies that utilize hyperthermal and low energy (1 eV–1 keV)
ions to probe the fundamental dynamics of energy transfer at
surfaces are unique as they bridge the gap between adsorptiondominated thermal energy (<1 eV) beam effects and the collision-dominated phenomena observed in the low-to-medium
energy regimes (>1 keV). In particular, the small deBroglie wavelengths of the incident projectiles as well as the relatively large
velocities perpendicular to the surface ensure that scattering trajectories are inherently classical and involve only a few atoms at
the surface [1,2]. The knowledge gained from this type of work
can be applied to the many technological processes that rely on
ion-surface scattering, such as ion beam etching, desorption, and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).
Recent measurements of ion- and atom-surface interactions
have revealed new phenomena that further highlight the need
for continued fundamental studies. For example, the recent discovery of hot electron or chemicurrent-based pathways for energy loss
at thin metal ﬁlm surfaces [3–6] has initiated work into the role
that electronic ‘‘potential energy” plays in the energy loss of
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sosolik@clemson.edu (C.E. Sosolik).
0168-583X/$ - see front matter Ó 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.nimb.2008.11.037

multiply charged ions [7,8]. In addition, new scattering studies
have shown that projectiles with keV energies can exhibit unexpected diffraction effects [9–11].
Several seminal studies and references therein on alkali scattering at noble metal surfaces form the basis for our work [1,2,12,13].
Previous measurements on Ag surfaces have examined the (1 1 0)
and (1 1 1) faces [14–17] and have focused primarily on normal
incidence events and scattered angular distributions. We examine
the energy-loss for alkali ions (K+ and Cs+) scattered from both a
single crystal Ag(0 0 1) surface and from a thin ﬁlm Ag Schottky
diode structure. For this study, we have focused on specular
scattered distributions obtained with the ions incident at 45° to
the surface normal.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe our experimental apparatus and the preparation and fabrication steps for our single crystal sample and Schottky diode
devices. The results of our scattering measurements are presented
and discussed in Section 3. A summary of these data as well as
prospects for future measurements are included in Section 4.
2. Experiment
Mass-resolved, monoenergetic ion beams are produced by a
UHV low and hyperthermal energy (1 eV–10 keV) ion beamline.
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Attached to the beamline is a UHV scattering chamber with a base
pressure of 8  1011 Torr. Located within the scattering chamber
is a 180° electrostatic analyzer (ESA) attached to a channel electron
multiplier for detecting scattered ions and a neutral particle detector (NPD) for detecting scattered neutral particles. The intensity of
energy spectra obtained with the ESA and presented in this paper
are energy-corrected to compensate for the ESA transmission function. Further details on our instrument can be found in a previous
publication [18].
Prior to exposing the Ag(0 0 1) crystal to the ion beam, a cleaning cycle was performed consisting of a sputter with 500 eV Ar+
ions followed by an anneal to 425 °C for 5 min. Following the
cleaning cycle, the room temperature Ag(0 0 1) sample was exposed to beams of K+ and Cs+ ions ranging in incident energy from
10 eV to 2 keV. The beam was made incident on the sample at an
angle of 45° relative to the surface normal along the h1 1 0i azimuth. Energy-resolved spectra of the scattered beam were measured with the ESA over a range ﬁnal angles. The ESA has an
angular acceptance of 3°. Following sample exposure to the ion
beam, Auger electron spectroscopy was performed to verify surface
cleanliness.
Large area ultrathin ﬁlm Ag/n-type Si(1 0 0) diode structures
were used to study energy deposited into the target and gain insight into the creation of electron–hole pairs. These Schottky diode
devices were fabricated in a custom-built deposition chamber that
allows the substrate to be cooled to 120 K before deposition of the
metal ﬁlm. Previous studies have shown that Ag grows layer-bylayer with domains of (1 1 1) orientation at temperatures obtainable using liquid nitrogen [19–21]. The metal ﬁlms were deposited
using a thermal evaporation source resulting in ﬂat, continuous,
ultrathin metal ﬁlms. Energy-resolved scattering measurements
from one of these structures was obtained using the ESA for K+ ions
incident at 1 keV.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. K–Ag(0 0 1)
Using a K+ ion beam with incident energies ranging between
25 eV and 400 eV, energy- and angle-resolved spectra were obtained with the beam incident at an angle of 45° along the h1 1 0i
crystal azimuth. A representative spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 for

Fig. 1. An energy spectrum of K+ ions scattered from Ag(0 0 1) along the h1 1 0i
azimuth at 96.6 eV. The line connecting individual data points has been included as
a guide to the eye. The scattering geometry is shown in the upper left.

a 100 eV K+ beam. In this spectrum as well as in those obtained
at other energies, up to four distinct peaks in scattered intensity
are observable. Previous results obtained on Ag and Cu surfaces
indicate that these peaks should correspond to unique scattering
trajectories at the Ag surface.
In order to explore the role of the simplest in-plane trajectory
types in the K–Ag(0 0 1) system, a series of scattered spectra were
obtained for a 400 eV incident beam at detector angles, hf, between 10° and 75°. For these data, each energy-resolved spectrum
was ﬁt using a sum of Gaussian terms. The ﬁts were used to construct the energy-hf plot shown in Fig. 2, where the reduced energy,
i.e. E/Einc, of the ﬁtted peaks is plotted as a function of hf. The lines
shown in the ﬁgure correspond to quasi-single (QS) and quasi-double (QD) scattered energies as predicted using the binary collision
approximation. The agreement between the predictions and the
lowest and highest energy peaks at each hf value present in the
data is very good.
Beyond these two simple in-plane trajectory types, we would
expect that additional out-of-plane trajectories contribute to these
data. Given the small (2%) difference in the projectile-to-target
mass ratio in this system (l ’ 0.36) and the Na–Cu system, it is
reasonable to assume that the additional peaks seen are the double- and triple-zig-zag trajectories (DZZ and TZZ) previously identiﬁed for Na–Cu [2,22]. The classical trajectory simulation SAFARI
was used to test this hypothesis [23]. Speciﬁcally, an interaction
potential for an individual K+ ion and a Ag target atom was calculated using the STO-3G basis set in the GAUSSIAN 98 quantum chemistry package. This interaction potential was then used within the
SAFARI simulation to obtain an accurate reproduction of the data.
Trajectory analysis within these simulated data verify that a DZZ
trajectory type does contribute to these data. For example, in the
spectrum of Fig. 1, the DZZ trajectory type gives rise to the second
highest scattered energy peak observed. A triple zig-zag trajectory
type also appears in our simulations. However its contribution is
limited to the low energy shoulder present on the QS peak, and
its out-of-plane components penetrate into the h1 1 0i channel of
the surface as opposed to the top-layer only scattering seen in
the Na–Cu TZZ trajectory. The SAFARI analysis also shows that the
low energy shoulder on the QS peak contains a new zig-zag trajectory type that involves four surface atoms, i.e. a quadruple-zig-zag
(QZZ). This particular trajectory did not appear in the Na–Cu sys-

Fig. 2. A measured energy-hf plot for 400.9 eV incident K+ ions scattered Ag(0 0 1)
along the h1 1 0i azimuth at an incident angle of 45°. The lower and upper solid lines
correspond to binary collision approximation predictions for QS and QD collisions,
respectively.
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tem, and SAFARI results indicate that it is due primarily to our choice
of the h1 1 0i azimuth for these measurements. That is, by scattering along this more close-packed, channeled direction at the
Ag(0 0 1) surface, multiple out-of-plane trajectories become more
probable [24].
3.2. Cs–Ag(0 0 1)
Energy loss in the scattering of Cs+ from Ag(0 0 1) was investigated to probe the limits of our classical trajectory assumptions
for a system where the projectile-to-target mass ratio is greater
than one (l > 1), i.e. a heavy atom-surface system. Historically, trajectory and binary collision-based results in the low and hyperthermal energy regimes have focused almost entirely on light
atom-surface systems. Here we have used Cs+ ions at an incident
angle of 45° on a Ag(0 0 1) surface along the h1 1 0i azimuth with
incident energies between 75 eV and 200 eV.
A representative scattered spectrum obtained for Cs+ at
100 eV is shown in Fig. 3. Integrating multiple spectra at this incident energy across a full range of ﬁnal scattered angles, we obtain
the spectrum shown in Fig. 4, which indicates that the scattering
for this system is most intense at an angle greater than 45°. This
supraspecular focusing is expected based on previous data in other
heavy atom-surface systems [25], and it reﬂects the onset of a collective surface response for slow moving projectiles. To investigate
the energy loss in more detail, energy-hf plots were constructed for
the three incident energies shown in Fig. 5. The line shown in this
ﬁgure corresponds to a QD trajectory as calculated within the binary collision approximation. The agreement between the data and
the QD prediction indicates that the scattering is limited by its heavy atom nature, i.e. there is a limit on the total scattering angle,
HTSA possible for any single collision which is given by

HTSA ¼ sin1

 
1
:

l

Fig. 4. An angular intensity spectrum obtained for Cs+ ions scattered from Ag(0 0 1)
along the h1 1 0i azimuth at an incident angle of 45°. This spectrum was produced
by integrating individual ESA spectra across a range of ﬁnal scattered angles.

ð1Þ

For the case of Cs+ scattering from Ag, this limit is HTSA ¼ 54 . Therefore, a Cs+ ion must undergo multiple collisions with Ag surface
atoms in order to be detected within the supraspecular angular
range indicated in Fig. 4. The simplest multiple collision trajectory
type is the QD, and as Fig. 5 shows, it agrees well with the experimental results. However, our results obtained for incident energies

Fig. 5. A measured energy-hf plot for three incident energies of Cs+ ion scattered
from Ag(0 0 1) along the h1 1 0i azimuth. All beams were incident at an angle of 45°.
The line corresponds to the binary collision approximation prediction for a double
collision.

Fig. 3. A specular energy spectrum of Cs+ ions scattered from Ag(0 0 1) along the
h1 1 0i azimuth at 100.2 eV with an incident angle of 45°. The line connecting
individual data points has been included as a guide to the eye.

near 100 eV show anomalous high energy peaks for scattered angles
greater than 50°. Such an increase in the ﬁnal scattered energy is
not easily accounted for in the binary collision approximation. Previous data obtained by Yang et al. for Cs+ scattered from a Si target also indicated a higher than expected scattered energy [26].
These authors attributed this increase to a collective lattice response that could be modeled with a large effective mass for the
target atoms due to their bonding. The one caveat in comparing this
result to our own data for Cs+ is that we have only observed this response for incident energies near 100 eV.
We have attempted to interpret our results by simulating the
Cs+–Ag(0 0 1) scattering events within SAFARI. The repulsive interaction or scattering potential required for the simulation was calculated within GAUSSIAN 98 using a Xe–Ag dimer. This noble gas–Ag
atom dimer was chosen due to the inherent atomic number limitations of the STO-3G basis set used. However, the closed shell
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electronic structure of Xe is essentially identical to singly ionized
Cs and should return a very similar repulsive potential. The total
energy for a Xe–Ag dimer was calculated as a function of the interatomic dimer separation. Calculations of isolated Xe and Ag atomic
energies were then subtracted from the dimer values to obtain a
separation-dependent repulsive Xe–Ag potential. This potential
was used within SAFARI, but we were unable to reproduce the high
scattered energies observed in the experimental data.
Within SAFARI the surface and near-surface region are generically
modeled as a collection of atoms in a FCC lattice tied together with
simple harmonic springs [27]. To test our hypothesis regarding a
collective lattice response, the spring constants were increased
systematically and all the calculated scattered energy peaks were
seen to shift to higher energy. Nevertheless, the spring stiffening
was unable to reproduce the trend seen in the data. This clearly
does not discount the possibility that a collective response could
rise to our observed results. The lattice treatment employed within
SAFARI is over-simpliﬁed in the presence of a slow-moving projectile
such as Cs, and a molecular dynamics or MD approach which more
accurately treats the nature of bonding within the lattice is called
for before a clear interpretation or reproduction of our results can
be found.
3.3. K–Ag/n-Si(1 0 0)
There have been signiﬁcant efforts over the past decade to
probe the production of hot electron currents in ultrathin ﬁlm devices, many of which incorporate Ag as their surface layer [28–31].
As many of the effects observed in these devices are related
directly to the kinetic or energy loss effects of the ion-surface interaction, our tools for scattering spectroscopy are uniquely positioned to probe these systems. Therefore, we have fabricated
prototype Schottky diode structures [32], and as a ﬁrst measurement, have obtained energy-resolved scattered spectra for K+
ions.
Our Schottky diode devices are large area ultrathin ﬁlm Ag layers deposited on n-type Si(1 0 0). In fabricating these metal semiconductor structures, our Sb-doped n-Si(1 0 0) substrates were
prepared with a two hour anneal at 900 K, followed by a cooling
to 120 K prior to Ag deposition. Current–voltage measurements
on our as-fabricated devices have conﬁrmed the presence of an

internal Schottky barrier. Atomic force microscopy measurements
show that we can accurately deposit a metal ﬁlm with a thickness
in the range of 5–20 nm (±1 nm).
In Fig. 6 we show an energy-resolved scattered spectrum for
1 keV K+ ions scattered from a 20 nm Ag/n-type Si(1 0 0) diode. This
a specular spectrum with the ion beam incident on the ultra thin
ﬁlm structure at an angle of 45°. Prior to obtaining this scattered
spectrum the Ag top layer of the diode was sputter-cleaned using
500 eV Ar+ ions. There are two distinct features present in the spectrum shown in Fig. 6. The most pronounced and lowest energy
peak is related to a QS collision. It agrees well with the binary collision approximation indicated by the dashed line. The broad high
energy shoulder on this QS peak is consistent with a QD collision,
indicated by the dashed-dotted line. However, based on our results
obtained with the Ag(0 0 1) surface and the fact that multiple (1 1 1)
orientations are expected for this surface, we can assume that multiple, out-of-plane zig-zag type trajectories also contribute to the
scattered intensity. The measurements do conﬁrm that our asgrown Ag layer is continuous and that the kinetic energy deposited
in this system can be modeled using binary collision kinematics.
Therefore we can use the scattering geometry to control the energy
available for the excitation of hot electrons in this system. Further
measurements will detect these excitations as currents induced
within the diode.
4. Summary
In this study, we have probed the scattering of K+ and Cs+ ions
from both a single crystal Ag(0 0 1) surface and from a Ag/n-type
Si(1 0 0) Schottky diode. On the single crystal Ag surface, our K+ results are consistent with previous similar mass ratio results seen
for Na–Cu scattering. In addition, classical trajectory simulations
show that new low energy features observed in the scattered spectra arise due to the h1 1 0i orientation that was chosen for our incident beam. A binary collision treatment that accounts for the
heavy atom nature of the Cs+ scattering is consistent with much
of our data on the Ag(0 0 1) surface. However, an anomalous result
for incident energies near 100 eV is observed. A more rigorous
molecular dynamics treatment that can model the collective lattice
dynamics that affect such slow moving projectiles is proposed. Finally, K+ scattering data were presented for a fabricated Schottky
diode structure that incorporates an ultrathin Ag top layer. The
scattered signal from this prototype device for hot electron detection exhibits energy loss that mimics that seen on the single crystal
with an added complexity that most likely arises from its multiple
(1 1 1) oriented domains.
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Appendix C
Energy transfer in quasibinary and collective
scattering events at a Ag(001) surface

The following has been previously published in The Physical Review B. (Phys. Rev.
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We have measured the in-plane scattered distributions of K+ ions incident on a Ag共001兲 surface with
energies from 9 to 100 eV. Energy- and angle-resolved spectra of the scattered flux show multiple peaks
distinctly separated in energy corresponding to specific ion trajectories at the surface. Using a calculated
interaction potential combined with the classical scattering simulation SAFARI we are able to model these
trajectories and detail their energy-loss characteristics. At energies below approximately 24 eV we find that the
ions scatter with a larger energy than one would expect from quasibinary collisions. Our trajectory analysis
reveals this is a transition from the quasibinary behavior to a collective surface response more commonly
associated with thermal energy atom scattering.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.155446

PACS number共s兲: 68.49.Sf, 34.50.⫺s, 34.35.⫹a, 79.20.Rf

measured energy spectra 共Secs. II and III兲. Finally, we summarize our results 共Sec. IV兲.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hyperthermal energy ion scattering measurements at surfaces have long been used to probe the repulsive or hard-wall
interatomic potential between the surface and scatterer.1–5 Alkali ion scattering from metal surfaces are ideal systems for
such studies. The noble-gas electronic structure of singly
ionized alkalis simplifies the construction of the interaction
potential and the well-understood electronic behavior simplifies the interpretation of the energy spectra. Although previous work has shown that in the hyperthermal energy regime,
an interaction potential that is summed over several surface
atoms is required to match the experimental results, the scattered spectra have always been described as sequential quasibinary collisions between the ion and the surface atoms.
The results contained in this work represent a quantitative
study6,7 of collective effects that are not quasibinary in nature.
Prior work focused on scattering phenomena at these energies was carried out by Cooper and co-workers8–13 using
alkali ion beams in the Cu共110兲 and Cu共100兲 systems, however collective effects were never observed in these studies.
In this paper we present a detailed study of the scattering
dynamics and interaction potential for hyperthermal 共9–100
eV兲 K+ scattering from Ag共001兲. Using experimental results
combined with simulations we are able to study the scattering dynamics as well as extract an interaction potential for
the K+-Ag共001兲 system. We present energy- and angleresolved scattering distributions and compare them to simulations using a model potential that includes an attractive
image term. Using the calculated potential we are able to
accurately model the evolution of the scattered energy distribution as a function of incident energy. For the lowest energies used in this work we found that collective effects must
be considered to interpret the data.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the
experimental setup used to produce the hyperthermal energy
beams and experimental technique 共Sec. II兲. A discussion of
the data, the classical scattering simulation SAFARI 共Ref. 14兲
and the model potentials, follows. Then, we present energyand angle-resolved data and compare them to results from
SAFARI to identify trajectories that correspond to peaks in the
1098-0121/2009/79共15兲/155446共6兲

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Both the hyperthermal energy ion source and the crystal
surface utilized in the measurements reported here were
mounted in a unique ultrahigh vacuum 共UHV兲 scattering
system.15 The source consists primarily of a Colutron G-2
ion gun.16 For our measurements, a home-built source17 that
incorporates a commercially available potassium-doped aluminosilicate emitter18 is used to produce our K+ ions. The
ions are scattered from the target in a two-tier UHV chamber
that houses various surface analysis tools, two scattered particle detectors, and a six-axis manipulator stage. The upper
tier of the scattering chamber contains sample analysis instruments including a sputter gun, Auger-electron spectrometer, Kelvin probe, and a low energy electron diffraction
setup. The ion detector is located in the lower tier of the
scattering chamber. The detector lies in plane with the incident ion beam. The ion detector uses a 180° electrostatic
analyzer 共ESA兲 and channel electron multiplier to detect ions
with an energy resolution of 1%.
The sample target is a 10 mm diameter hat-shaped
Ag共001兲 single crystal obtained from MaTecK.19 In preparation for the scattering experiments, sputter and anneal cycles
were performed for cleaning the sample. Each cycle consisted of exposure to a 500 eV Ar+ beam for 20 min followed
by annealing at 420 ° C for 10 min. Sample cleanliness was
verified using Auger-electron spectroscopy. Also, surface order and the scattering azimuth were verified via low energy
electron diffraction.
Following each cleaning cycle, the room-temperature
crystal was exposed to a K+ beam and ions scattered from
the surface were detected using the ESA. A typical spectrum
is shown in Fig. 1, where the scattered intensity is plotted
versus the scattered ion energy. For all spectra obtained here,
the number of scattered ions detected at each ESA pass energy is obtained by summing counts during a predetermined
dwell time of 5 s. In addition, the counts obtained at each
pass energy have been multiplied by 1 / E to account for the
transmission function of the ESA. The pressure in the scat-
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FIG. 1. A representative energy-resolved spectrum showing K+
ions detected after scattering from a Ag共001兲 crystal along the 具110典
azimuth at an incident energy and angle of 96.6 eV and 45°, respectively. Inset depicts the scattering geometry used in the experiment.
The line connecting successive data points is included to guide the
eyes.

tering chamber during the experiment was typically in the
high 10−10 Torr range.
Spectra were obtained for K+ ions scattered from the
Ag共001兲 surface at incident energies between approximately
9 and 100 eV. The K+ ions were scattered from the singlecrystal Ag共100兲 target along the 具110典 crystal azimuth at an
incident angle of i = 45° with respect to the surface normal.
In the representative data taken at  f = 45° in Fig. 1, four
well-defined peaks that correspond to significant energy
losses are clearly resolved. One or more of these peaks are
observed consistently across our range of final scattered
angles. In the sections that follow we will examine the trajectories that make up these data and their evolution as a
function of angle and incident energy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the incident energy regime used here, the simplest description of our observed scattering data would employ the
binary collision approximation 共BCA兲, which relies on conservation of energy and momentum. Within the BCA, the
kinematic factor, k, gives the ratio of the final and incident
E
energies of a projectile ion 共 E0f 兲 following a single collision
with a target surface atom as
k共, TSA兲 =

冋

冉

1
2
− sin2 TSA
2 cos TSA +
共1 + 兲
2

冊册

1/2 2

.
共1兲

This factor is a function of the projectile-to-target mass ratio
mproj
 = mtarget
and the total scattering angle, TSA = 180° −i −  f .
For the K+-Ag共001兲 scattering data shown in Fig. 1, two
in-plane trajectory types are easily identified using this for-

malism. Specifically, the peak labeled as quasisingle 共QS兲
coincides with a single K+-Ag collision and has a calculated
final energy of 45 eV or k = 0.468. Additionally, the peak
labeled as quasidouble 共QD兲 has a calculated final energy of
63 eV and a “combined” kinematic factor of 0.649. The QD
peak corresponds to a trajectory where a K+ ion scatters sequentially from two Ag atoms and travels parallel to the
surface plane along the 具110典 direction between the collisions. As such, the QD trajectory is described by the product
of two identical kinematic factors, i.e., k共 , TSA = 90°兲2 for
the data shown in Fig. 1.
Although the BCA is able to predict the peak positions for
both QS and QD trajectory types, it is clear other trajectories
must be present in the data of Fig. 1. These trajectories,
which are more complex and typically out of plane, are not
readily calculated within the BCA. In addition, the BCA
makes no allowance for the relative intensities observed for
different trajectories at a given energy and offers no straightforward mechanism for following the evolution of allowed
or nonallowed trajectories as the incident energy is varied.
To identify and follow all allowed trajectories as a function
of incident energy and angle, a simulation method is required
that incorporates a realistic ion-surface potential and that
models the surface crystal structure. Although standard simulations such as TRIM 共Ref. 20兲 and KALYPSO 共Ref. 21兲 are
possible solutions, neither is designed for the hyperthermal
energy regime nor is able to reproduce our experimental
data. Therefore, we have employed the simulation SAFARI to
interpret these data.
Within SAFARI, it is assumed that the energy loss for a
scattered ion is due solely to momentum transfer to the recoiling surface atoms. Although one could consider additional energy-loss channels such as electron-hole pair formation, the typical losses to this channel are less than a few
tenths of an eV for ions interacting with metals at our
velocities.22–25 Such small contributions would not alter our
results and are therefore not included in the present
simulations.26 In the sections that follow, we describe the
ion-surface interaction potential that is used to model scattering for this system 共Sec. III A兲, the trajectory types that
were found to match our data within SAFARI 共Secs. III B and
III C兲, and the unexpected role that collective surface interactions play in determining the scattered distribution at our
lowest incident energies 共Sec. III D兲.
A. Interaction potential

In order to compute the forces that act between the incident K+ ion and the Ag crystal within SAFARI a user-defined
interaction potential is required. Based on previous alkali
ion-surface studies,8,9 we have constructed an ion-surface potential that is a sum of repulsive pair potentials with an additional attractive term included to account for the image
interaction. Explicitly, we take the full repulsive term to be
the sum of the individual repulsive contributions from the n
n
Vpair共ri兲. By
nearest Ag atoms to the K+ ion, Vrep共r兲 = 兺i=1
forming the repulsive term in this way, it is possible to vary
the number of “interacting” or nearest-neighbor Ag atoms at
the surface during a simulated scattering event. As we show
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Measured and simulated energy spectra
are compared for ions scattered specularly at 45°. The interaction
potential described in the text is used and the surface is modeled to
be at 0 K. Each peak in the simulated spectrum is numbered and
associated with the trajectories depicted in Fig. 3.

in Sec. III D, this allows us to isolate specific collective or
multiatom effects that are responsible for the trajectories
contained in our scattered spectra.
The individual repulsive term Vpair共r兲 we use here is a
calculated Hartree-Fock pair potential. Although other universal forms for the repulsive term are often used in low
energy ion scattering simulations, in particular the ZieglerBiersack-Littmarck potential,27 previous work has shown
that these fail in the hyperthermal energy regime.9 Our single
repulsive pair term was found by first calculating the groundstate energy of an isolated K-Ag dimer with interatomic
separations between 0.5 and 2.0 Å. The isolated groundstate energies of individual K and Ag atoms were then calculated and subtracted from these dimer values to isolate
the repulsive contribution to the energy, i.e., Vpair共r兲
= E关K-Ag兴共r兲 − E关K兴 − E关Ag兴. The values for Vpair共r兲 were all
calculated using the Hartree-Fock code in the quantum
chemistry package GAUSSIAN 98.28
The attractive bulk interaction that arises due to the image
charge formed in the metal was represented within SAFARI as
a z dependent function
2
Vattr共z兲 = − e2/冑16共z − z0兲2 + e4/Vmin
,

共2兲

where z is the perpendicular distance from the top layer of
Ag surface atoms. Written in this way, Vattr共z兲 is saturated to
Vmin close to the surface and tends smoothly to 1 / 4z for large
values of z. Vmin and z0 determine the depth of the image
well and are the only adjustable parameters in the total potential. For this work z0 was taken to be 1.26 Å from the
atomic cores29 and a Vmin value of 0.5 eV was found to give
the best agreement with the experimental data. An example
of a simulated spectrum obtained using the full interaction
potential described here is shown in Fig. 2 for E0 = 96.6 eV.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Top and side views of the ion trajectories.
The left side represents a top view with lines representing the ion
trajectories and the circles depict the surface atoms. Peaks 1 and 2
are the QZZ trajectories, 3 and 5 are the DZZ trajectories, and 4 and
6 are the QS and QD trajectories, respectively.
B. Trajectory analysis

A comprehensive analysis of the individual scattering
events or trajectories that give rise to the energy-resolved
peaks within all spectra across our incident energy range of
9–100 eV has revealed three main results. First, the scattering in this energy range occurs almost entirely from first
layer atoms. This result is consistent with previous studies
and reinforces the need for including the actual Ag共001兲
crystal structure in the simulation. Second, along with the
in-plane QS and QD trajectory types, there are three out-ofplane trajectory types present within our data. The relative
position and occurrence of these trajectories within a given
spectrum are energy and angle dependent 共Sec. III C兲. Third,
we find that as the incident energy is lowered and the apparent corrugation of the crystal surface decreases, complex outof-plane trajectories become less probable. However, at the
lowest incident energies where one would expect the image
charge interaction to control the energy distribution, a collective scattering event dominates the scattered intensity 共Sec.
III D兲.
The experimental and simulated spectra taken at our highest incident energy and shown in Fig. 2 provide clearly resolved, well-defined peaks for a discussion of the trajectory
types seen across our full incident energy range. The simulated peaks, labeled 1–6, contain the four trajectory types
shown in Fig. 3. The simplest trajectories, present in peaks 4
and 6 of Fig. 2, are the QS and QD trajectories, respectively.
We note that the prefix quasi- is included when describing
these and other events because a scattered K+ ion can in fact
interact with multiple surface atoms along its trajectory. The
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 A comparison between the data and the
simulation using the total interaction potential for detector angles
ranging from 20° to 65°. The chain loop results from impact parameters lying along the 具110典 azimuth and the zig-zag loop is
caused by trajectories that scatter in the 具110典 channel. The low
energy-loss peaks at  f of 60° and 65° are the result of scattering
from a room-temperature crystalline sample 共see text兲.

more complex trajectories beyond the QS and QD types can
be grouped into two types. The first, present in peaks 1 and 2
of Fig. 2, corresponds to quadruple zig-zag 共QZZ兲 trajectories. In these events shown in Fig. 3 the K+ ion undergoes
four small-angle collisions at the surface as it travels along a
channel in the 具110典 direction. The difference in energy between events in peaks 1 and 2 is caused by the different
impact parameters involved in the initial surface collisions
for each trajectory. That is, although an ion strikes the same
number of surface atoms in both cases, the scattering centers
and hence the energy losses differ giving rise to distinct
peaks in the simulated spectrum. This particular trajectory
type has not been observed in other alkali ion-surface experiments performed in this energy range. The second type of
complex trajectory is present in peaks 3 and 5 and corresponds to double zig-zag 共DZZ兲 trajectories where the ion
strikes two surface atoms across the 具110典 channel from one
another. As in the case of the QZZ trajectories, the final
scattered energy for a particular DZZ trajectory is determined by the initial impact parameter. Peak 3 represents ions
in a DZZ trajectory where the second target atom is directly
across the 具110典 channel from the initial target atom, while in
peak 5, the second atom is located diagonally across the
具110典 channel. The large-angle scattering event that makes
the DZZ of peak 3 possible also inherently involves a large
energy loss, which explains the energetic separation of the
two otherwise similar DZZ trajectories.
C. E-f comparison

As a rigorous test of our calculated K+-Ag interaction
potential and the trajectories simulated within SAFARI, we
present the angle-resolved data set or E- f plot of Fig. 4. The

experimental results presented here consist of multiple
energy-resolved spectra, where each spectrum has been fit to
a sum of Gaussian terms. The peak positions extracted from
these fits are plotted as a function of the detection angle 共 f 兲
over the range of 20° – 65°. The SAFARI-simulated data are
represented here first as a series of two overlapping loop
structures shown as dashed lines and second as a gray-scaled
background showing the full E / E0 region that is predicted to
lead to a minimum scattered intensity. As such, the loops
共dashed lines兲 are representative of the maximum scattered
intensity and are expected to correspond most closely to the
peak position we have extracted from our fits to the experimental data.
The general agreement present in Fig. 4 between the
simulated and the experimental data demonstrates that the
interaction potential we have constructed is valid across our
range of accessible  f values. Looking more closely, we note
that the observed trend in both data sets as a function of
increased  f is toward an increase in the final scattered
energy. This is understandable qualitatively based on the
fact that larger  f values correspond to smaller total angular
deflections for an interacting ion and hence collisions or trajectories that involve progressively lower energy loss. The
presence of the looplike structures 共labeled chain and zigzag兲 is consistent with previous results on alkali ion-surface
systems9,11 and is indicative of crystalline order at the surface of our Ag共001兲 sample. Moreover, the matching of the
loop structures seen between the experimental and simulated
data further indicate the accuracy of our calculated potential,
since it is the detailed corrugation of the crystal lattice that
gives rise to these loops. A deviation is seen between the two
data sets, however, at the largest  f values. This is an expected deviation from perfect crystalline order that one
should observe in a thermally vibrating surface.30,31 That is,
in a perfect crystal there would be a merging of the trajectory
types and a maximum in scattered intensity at the angular
maxima or rainbow angles.4,32,33 The fact that our data deviate at this point is a consequence of our Ag共001兲 sample
being at room temperature during these measurements.
If we examine the loops more closely within SAFARI using
single-shot trajectory analysis, we see that there are four distinct branches present over this  f range. These branches can
be assigned to the trajectory types discussed in Sec. III B. In
general, we find that the zig-zag loop represents the parameter space of impact points that lead to out-of-plane zig-zag
trajectory types and that the chain loop is the basis of the
chainlike QS and QD trajectories that scatter solely along the
具110典 azimuth. More specifically, we see that the low energy
branch of the zig-zag loop is due to QZZ and DZZ trajectories, while the low energy branch of the chain loop is due to
the QS trajectory. The upper or high energy branch of the
zig-zag loop is due to the diagonal DZZ trajectory 共peak 5 of
Fig. 3兲, and the upper branch of the chain loop is due to the
QD trajectory. The spreading of the intensity or the grayscale
in Fig. 4 below the zig-zag loop and down to EE0 ⬃ 0.2 is an
indication of the many impact parameters that can lead to the
QZZ and DZZ trajectory types. We see this spreading clearly
in the data of Fig. 2, where peaks 1–3 represent an energybroadened distribution to which a single peak has been fit
within our E −  f plot of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Measured and simulated energy spectra
are compared for ions scattered specularly at 45°. With the exception of the incident energy, the interaction potential for this energy
shares the same parameters as the higher energy spectrum in Fig. 1.
The broadened low intensity peak at ⬃5 eV is due to QS and QD
trajectories.

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Scattered spectra for a range of incident
energies are compared for a constant specular scattering geometry
of 90°. For reference, the kinematic factor for a single binary collision is plotted as a dashed line at E / E0 = 0.47. The label CZZ is
given to the channel zig-zag trajectories which consist of the DZZ
and QZZ trajectories. Each spectrum has been normalized by the
incident energy 共E0兲 for comparison. For low incident energies the
peaks shift to a higher energy due to collective surface-atom effects.
D. Collective scattering effects

We have found that the trajectory analysis discussed in
Sec. III C is valid across our energy range down to E0
⬃ 24 eV. In Fig. 5, we show a series of specular spectra that
span this range and it is clear that although the scattered
peaks broaden due to thermal effects,34 the scattered intensity
is still localized in the region of the QS and QD peaks. Also,
a reduced intensity from the QZZ and DZZ peaks in this
energy range is observed, but this is expected since the penetration of an ion into the channel between parallel 具110典
chains of surface atoms becomes more difficult. For lower
energies, however, the scattered intensity is clearly shifted
away from the QS position and toward a higher energy. This
is a somewhat counter-intuitive result, since one would expect that the image interaction would play a large role, possibly shifting down the scattered energy of any ions.
Trajectory analysis at E0 ⬃ 14 eV and below shows that
the dominant trajectory type within this lower energy range

has become a modified DZZ-type trajectory that is qualitatively similar to peak 5 from Fig. 4. A comparison of a SAFARI spectrum and the experimental data at this energy is
shown in Fig. 6. A systematic analysis within SAFARI finds
that this result can only be reproduced if a minimum of two
nearest Ag atoms 共n = 2兲 is included in the repulsive potential. This, in effect, rules out the possibility that the trajectory
is instead a chainlike QD trajectory.
If we interpret the simulation qualitatively, it appears as if
a K+ ion undergoing this new DZZ trajectory is colliding
with two Ag atoms simultaneously. This is distinctly different
than the quasibinary nature of all the previous K-Ag collisions that made up the trajectories discussed above. In fact, a
quantitative check on this result finds that a kinematic factor
of k = 0.69 can be obtained for scattering from two Ag atoms
in this geometry, giving a reasonable value of E = 9.8 eV for
the spectrum of Fig. 6. This agreement is also present for
E0 = 8.6 eV and represents a quantitative example of a transition from the quasibinary nature of scattering trajectories
commonly identified with hyperthermal energy ion scattering
to the more collective surface response that is normally taken
into account to describe scattering at lower, i.e., thermal energies.

IV. SUMMARY

We have measured energy- and angle-resolved spectra for
hyperthermal energy K+ scattered from the surface of
Ag共001兲 along the 具110典 azimuth. The angle of incidence
was fixed at 45° and the final angle of the detector was
varied between 20° and 65°. In general the scattered spectra
contained four distinct peaks indicating the presence of specific ion trajectories at the surface. To interpret these data we
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calculated the repulsive portion of the interaction as a
Hartree-Fock pair potential between the ion and surface atoms. An attractive potential was also included to model the
image charge induced in the metal. Excellent agreement was
found between the experimental and simulated data indicating the suitability of our potential parameterization for this
hyperthermal energy regime.
We have also probed the transition from an ion undergoing multiple quasibinary surface collisions to the surface
having a response that is collective and multiatom in nature.
By holding the incident and final angles constant and reduc-
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We investigate internal hot carrier excitations in a Au thin film bombarded by hyperthermal and
low energy alkali and noble gas ions. Excitations within the thin film of a metal-oxide-semiconductor
device are measured revealing that ions whose velocities fall below the classical threshold given by
the free electron model of a metal still excite hot carriers. Excellent agreement between these results
and a non-adiabatic model that accounts for the time-varying ion-surface interaction indicates that
the measured excitations are due to semi-localized electrons near the metal surface.
PACS numbers: 79.20.Rf, 34.50.Fa, 34.50.Bw, 73.40.Qv

The development of a quantitative understanding of
the mechanisms by which energy is dissipated in an ionsolid interaction is a fundamental problem [1] whose solution directly impacts the fields of medicine, sensing technology, and materials modification[2–4]. The study of
ion-solid interactions has its origins in the early 20th century when Curie and Rutherford investigated the interaction of high energy alpha particles (He nuclei) with thin
metallic foils. These experiments are considered the first
explorations into atomic structure [5–7] and were used
in the early development of quantum mechanics, particularly by Bohr in creating his model of the atom[8, 9]. Motivated by the needs of the nuclear and particle physics
communities, experimental work continued through the
mid 1960’s and was focused on the study of light charged
particles[1]. With the advent of UHV technology and
new generations of ion sources, this work shifted toward
the study of heavy ions, and in the early 1960’s Lindhard and Scharff developed a theory that described the
slowing of low energy heavy ions in a solid due to electronic excitations[10, 11]. To use this theory practically,
however, stopping parameters had to be extracted from
empirical fits to experimental data. Nevertheless, in this
energy regime the theoretical results showed that the
rate of energy loss was proportional to the ion’s kinetic
energy[10, 12, 13]. This is equivalent to Stokes’ law of a
velocity-dependent stopping force that is commonly encountered in problems of viscous drag.

side a target where emitted excitations (electrons) can
be collected[15, 16]. With the introduction of ultrathin
film solid state devices into this field we can now detect electron-hole pairs within a solid. The barrier for
detection in a solid state device is significantly lower
than the work function of the metal which allows carriers
that cannot be measured using standard electron emission methods to be detected. The first demonstrations
of this technique were the adsorption-driven excitations
that arise in Schottky diode structures[17]. Those results
challenged the applicability of the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation as a description of chemical reactions at
metal surfaces[17–19].

In 1989 Falcone and Sroubek developed a theory to describe electronic excitations due to energy losses of slow
ions in solids which did not require empirically determined parameters and maintained a velocity dependent
stopping force[14]. Experimentally verifying the predictions of this theory have been problematic due to the
difficulty of producing beams of slow ions and detecting their resulting excitations upon impact with a solid.
Therefore, the few experimental studies performed in this
energy regime have been limited to measurements out-

The instrument used to conduct these measurements
is a UHV low and hyperthermal energy Colutron G-2 ion
gun and a custom built sample stage[20]. The ion gun
is capable of producing mass-resolved, mono-energetic
beams of noble gas and alkali ions. The beam exposure
targets are large area ultrathin film MOS devices shown
schematically in Fig. 1[21]. The exposed surface of these
devices consists of a 10 nm Au layer on top of a 1 nm
Ti wetting layer. The metal layers are separated from an
n-doped Si(100) substrate by 5 nm of thermally grown

In this Letter, we use ultrathin film metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) devices composed of Au/SiO2/nSi(100) to measure hot carriers excited by beams of He+ ,
Li+ , Ar+ and K+ ranging in energy from 100 eV to 2 keV.
By tuning the incident mass and energy of the impinging
ions, we can vary the non-adiabaticity of the ion-solid
interaction in a technologically relevant energy regime
beyond that explored by the previous surface chemistry
measurements. With the MOS device as our target, we
probe both the electron and the hole excitations induced
by the impinging beam. Our data confirm the predictions
of the Falcone-Sroubek theory and reveal an unexpected
interplay between lattice distortions and hole excitations
that would be inaccessible using the external electron
emission method.

2

FIG. 1: (Color online) Cross section of MOS device under ion
bombardment. The plot shows the hot electron current measured through the MOS device in response to three periods
of bombardment by 600 eV He+ .

silicon dioxide. Each device was electrically connected to
the sample stage and shielded to limit the beam exposure to a small portion (8.0 mm2 ) of the 1 cm2 Au top
layer. All measurements were made with the ion beam
focused at normal incidence to the device surface, and it
was verified that photons emanating from the ion source
created no measurable signal.
Charge excitations induced by the incident ion beam
were measured at both the frontside metal and backside
Ohmic contacts of each exposed device. A typical current response under a He+ beam exposure is shown in the
inset of Fig. 1. Multiple devices were exposed to beams
of He+ , Li+ , Ar+ and K+ , and the observed current response for each species was consistent across the range of
devices used. The I-V characteristics of each device were
measured both pre- and post-exposure and compared to
known results [21] to verify that the device had not been
altered due to beam effects.
The internal hot carrier current was measured through
the backside contact for each species as a function of
the incident beam energy. The internal excitation yield,
Γie , was used to quantify the kinetic energy or velocitydependent effects for each device, where Γie is defined as
the ratio of the magnitude of the backside current to the
difference in the frontside and backside current responses.
Defining the yield in this way accounts for possible contributions from secondary or exoelectrons, although such
effects were found to be minimal. Results for Γie are
shown in Fig. 2 for the four beam species used as a function of the incident beam energy and beam velocity. It is
clear that there is a near-zero response observed for Ar+
and K+ beams, while Γie values up to about 0.06 are

observed for He+ and Li+ . In addition, the lighter mass
species, He+ , returns higher Γie values relative to Li+ at
a given incident energy. This inverse mass dependence is
indicative of velocity-dependent excitations for He+ and
Li+ , and as Fig. 2 shows, the data sets collapse to give
a single velocity-dependent trend.
Velocity-dependent emission of electrons has historically been treated within the context of simple models
that account for kinetic electron excitations (KEE) by
treating the target, in this case our top metal layer, as
an idealized Fermi gas. Within such a model, a velocity
threshold for kinetic electron emission, dependent only
on the Fermi energy and the surface work function, can
be found [22, 23]. For our work, we substitute the internal barrier height of the MOS device for the surface
work function and obtain the following threshold velocity
expression
"
#
1/2
φb
1
1+
−1
(1)
vth = vf
2
Ef
where φb is the barrier height and vf and Ef are the Fermi
velocity and Fermi energy for Au, respectively. The values for φb and Ef were chosen to be 4.2 eV and 5.5 eV.
The dashed lines shown in Fig. 2 represent the threshold energy and velocity values obtained for He+ and Li+ ,
and it is clear that our experimentally observed excitations occur below this threshold. These data represent
one of the first measurements of energy-dependent subthreshold excitations induced and transmitted internally
in a solid, and as we show below, the detailed internal
responses seen for He+ and Li+ allow us to isolate their
origins in a way that would not be feasible in an external
measurement.
Previous studies on subthreshold behavior in ion-solid
interactions have attributed measured responses to four
distinct mechanisms: electron promotion, multi-electron
processes, Auger excitations, and nonadiabatic interactions between the ion and the surface[15, 16, 24–27]. For
our measurements we can rule out the first two mechanisms as the incident energies employed are too low for
close-collision-induced promotion and the projectiles are
too simple (low Z) for multi-electron effects to arise. Additionally, no Auger transitions analogous to those seen
in previous systems exist for our projectile-target combinations. Therefore, we are left to consider the role that
nonabiabatic interactions play in creating our subthreshold signal responses. However, given the penetrating nature of the ions used here, it is also reasonable to suspect
that depth-dependent effects could be present, especially
for our thin Au films. To address this issue and determine the range of the ion species into the metal layer,
we have used the simulations trim and srim[28]. The
ranges obtained for He+ and Li+ indicate that the mean
depth obtained in both cases is less than 5.0 nm or half
the thickness of the Au thin film. For the heavier species,

3
interactions between the projectile ion and the metal
atoms[14–16, 29]. Non-adiabaticity in this model is included via a time-varying ion-surface interaction that is
characterized by the projectile velocity v, the potential
V, and a distance-dependent parameter γ that accounts
for the presence of the surface[29]. Applying this model
to our system, we can obtain a probablity of kinetic electron excitation PKEE above the MOS barrier as




πφb
2
2
+1
(2)
PKEE = Aρ V ln exp −
2γv
The parameters A and ρ correspond to the collection efficiency of the MOS device and the target density of states,
respectively. If we interpret our measurements of Γie as
a direct measurement of this probability, we obtain the
lines shown in Fig. 2 for each species. Here we have
constrained γ to be ∼ 1.0 au, which is its expected value
within this model, and we obtain good agreement across
the various incident species.
We can further determine the validity of this model by
comparing the prefactor Aρ2 V2 obtained from our comparison of the data to Eqn. 2 for Li+ and He+ to those
obtained from srim. That is, within this model the electronic stopping is expressed as
dE
π
= ρ2 V 2 kf2 v
dx
3

FIG. 2: (Color online) The upper panel shows current yield as
a function of incident ion energy for four different ion species.
The lower panel shows the same data plotted as a function of
incident velocity. The solid lines are theoretical results from a
model that describes charge carrier excitations caused by ionsurface interactions. The vertical dashed lines represent the
threshold for charge carrier excitations using a free electron
model of a metal below which there should be no excitations.

the mean penetration depth is less than 1.2 nm. As these
values show, the various ion species do not penetrate the
device beyond the top-layer. That result, together with
the clear velocity-dependence seen in the yield data (Fig.
2), indicate that we can focus our analysis on nonadiabatic interactions with respect to the ion energy loss and
the subsequent electronic excitations within the thin film.
Prior measurements of subthreshold electron emission
external to a solid target have utilized the FalconeSroubek theory which is an extension of the concept
of linear stopping power that is based on non-adiabatic

(3)

where kf is the momentum of electrons on the Fermi
sphere[14]. The presence of the factor ρ2 V2 in both Eqns.
2 and 3 imply that a ratio of prefactors from our data
(Fig. 2) and srim are essentially equivalent ratios of
species-specific factors. For our data we obtain a prefactor ratio (Li+ /He+ ) of 0.8 ±0.1. A linear fit to the
stopping power as calculated within srim for these two
species yields a value of 0.848 in excellent agreement with
the experimental ratio.
The discussion above indicates that the response seen
in our MOS devices under He+ and Li+ exposures can be
interpreted quantitatively as an extension of linear stopping power into the subthreshold regime. Further analysis within trim shows that the penetration of the ions
into our metal layer can lead to significant displacements
of target atoms along a trajectory. This is most evident
for Li+ , where the electronic and nuclear stopping power
are nearly equivalent across our incident energy range.
Previous work has shown that when a lattice atom is
displaced and the bandstructure is locally distorted, a
narrow, transient subband is formed along the path of
the penetrating ion. This is of particular relevance because it has been shown that a transient subband can
dramatically increase the mobility of hole excitations[30].
In our Li+ data, we observe a backside current response
that is opposite in sign to that seen for all other species
(Fig. 3). This is consistent with hole transport through
our devices, and indicates that target atom displacements induced by the ion alter the transport. Further

4
evidence for hole tranport in the Li+ case can be seen
in Fig. 3, where the backside current response shows a
unique time-dependence that is analogous to that seen
in chemicurrent measurements of non-reactive species on
MOS devices[31]. In that analysis, a sign-reversed and
time-dependent response was attributed to interactions
between hot holes and interface traps in the oxide layer
of the MOS device.

FIG. 3: Hot charge carrier response during three periods of
exposure for 1 keV Li+ incident on an MOS device. The timevarying response is indicative of hot-hole interaction with oxide trap states.

In conclusion we have measured internal hot carrier
excitations generated by the bombardment of MOS devices with hyperthermal and low energy alkali and noble
gas ions. These excitations occur for projectile ion velocities that are below the threshold one obtains from a free
electron (binary collision) model and bridge the gap between adsorption-driven excitations and excitations due
to atomic collision cascades[32]. To interpret these subthreshold results we have employed a non-adiabatic formalism that accounts for the time-varying potential between the ion and the target device. We find excellent
agreement with our measured yields over the full range
of energies studied. A unique aspect of these devicebased measurements is that they provide the ability to
discern the underlying mechanisms for energy dissipation
through the solid matrix. As a demonstration of this concept, we have found a time-dependent hot hole response
for incident Li+ beams. We interpret this transient response as an interaction between interface traps in the
oxide layer of the MOS device and the hot hole current.
Simulated bombardment of the top metal layer indicates
that Li+ beams displace target atoms significantly along
trajectory paths that extend well into the film. We conclude that these displacements create a sub-band in the

metal film which allows for efficient hole transport.
We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the
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Energy- and charge-resolved measurements of low and hyperthermal energy Na+ ions scattered
from a Ag(001) surface have been made. The scattered ionic distributions, obtained with the beam
incident along the h110i azimuth, show distinct energy-resolved peaks. A comparison with a classical
trajectory simulation allows these peaks to be classified as corresponding to single and/or multiple
collisions at the surface or within the h110i channels that become accessible at higher incident
energies. Finite and zero temperature simulations reveal a strong dependence of the scattered
distributions on thermal displacements of the surface atoms that can be related to the contributions
from channel scattering. Measurements of both the ionic and neutral scattered flux reveals a velocity
dependence for the neutralization probability that is consistent with a resonant charge transfer
mechanism. A quantum mechanical model that treats the electrons as independent particles agrees
well with these data, reproducing the observed trend.
PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I.

INTRODUCTION

Studies that utilize low to hyperthermal energy
(≈ 1 eV to 1 keV) ions to probe the fundamental dynamics of energy and charge transfer at surfaces are unique
as they bridge the gap between adsorption-dominated
thermal energy (< 1 eV) beam effects and the collisiondominated phenomena observed in the low-to-medium
energy regimes (> 1keV). In particular, the intrinsic
timescales involved in ion-surface interactions in this energy range allow for velocity-resolved measurements of
charge state evolution as a function of atomic position
outside of a surface.[1–6] Also, the small deBroglie wavelengths of the incident projectiles ensures that scattering
trajectories are inherently classical and involve only a few
atoms at the surface.[1, 7] The knowledge gained from
this type of work can be applied to the many technological processes that rely on ion-surface scattering, such
as ion-beam etching, desorption, and secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS).
In our work, we have examined both the energy-loss
and charge exchange of alkali ions (Na+ ) scattered from
a Ag(001) surface. Several seminal studies on alkali scattering at noble metal surfaces form the basis for our
measurements.[7–22] In particular, the work of Cooper,
et al. on Cu(110) and Cu(001) surfaces demonstrates
that accurate computational reproductions of scattering phenomena require the calculation of species-specific
scattering potentials.[1, 18, 21] When used in classical
trajectory simulations, these potentials reveal distinct
ion-surface events that involve one or more collisions with
surface atoms. Previous measurements, which have examined the (110) and (111) faces of Ag[12, 13, 15, 16],
have focused primarily on normal incidence events and
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scattered angular distributions. Those studies also highlight the importance of the ion-surface interaction and
its parameterization when discerning specific scattering
events.
In addition to previous work on alkali ion scattering,
there is continued interest in the fundamental nature of
charge exchange for simple s-shell systems such as Na+
at surfaces.[4, 5, 23] The presence of a Fermi level crossing for the Na 3s ionization level in the Na-Ag(001) system makes it a prime candidate for observing significant
neutralization probabilities. Also, recent studies suggest
that the band structure of noble metals can alter the
observed charge transfer of low and hyperthermal energy ions[4, 24, 25]. With these interests in mind, we
have measured the velocity-dependent neutralization of
incident Na+ ions and have compared the results to a
quantum mechanical model developed by Marston and
Onufriev.[26]
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec.
II we describe our experimental apparatus as well as the
specific methods used to obtain both scattered spectra
and charge transfer data from Na+ beams on Ag(001).
The results of these two types of measurements are discussed in Sec. III. Additionally, we compare our data
to both a classical trajectory simulation and the quantum mechanical model of the atom-surface charge transfer problem. The full results as well as prospects for
future measurements are summarized and discussed in
Sec. IV.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The instrument used to conduct the measurements described here is a UHV low and hyperthermal energy (<
5eV to 10 keV) ion beamline capable of producing massresolved, monoenergetic beams of alkali and noble gas
ions. Attached to the beamline is a two-tier UHV scat-
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tering chamber with a working pressure of 5 × 10−10
Torr. The upper tier of the scattering chamber houses
several surface analysis tools including a low energy electron diffraction (LEED) gun and an Auger electron spectrometer. The lower chamber tier contains a 180◦ electrostatic analyzer (ESA) for detecting scattered ions and
a neutral particle detector (NPD) for detecting scattered
neutral particles. A manipulator stage is used to translate substrates between the two chamber tiers for analysis and beam exposures. The full instrument has been
described in detail elsewhere.[27–31]
The target substrate for these ion beam measurements
was a Ag(001) single crystal.[32] The crystal was oriented
so that the beam was incident along the h110i azimuth as
verified using a combination of LEED and ion scattering
spectroscopy. For both the ESA and NPD measurements,
the substrate was cleaned prior to exposure to the Na+
beam. The cleaning procedure consisted of repeated cycles of sputtering with 500 eV Ar+ ions followed by an
anneal to 425◦ C. After cleaning, the Ag(001) sample was
allowed to cool to room temperature (∼ 300 K) and was
moved into the path of the Na+ beam for data collection
with the ESA and NPD. All NPD data were collected
first in any given data run. The surface cleanliness following each beam exposure was monitored using Auger
electron spectroscopy. All data in this work represent
experiments where the sample surface was clean within
the limits of Auger electron spectroscopy following each
data run.

FIG. 1: A representative ESA spectrum obtained for the specular scattering of Na+ from Ag(001) along the h110i azimuth
at E0 = 102.4 eV. The intensity has been normalized by 1/E
to compensate for the detector’s transmission function. The
dashed (dashed-dotted) line shows the SBCA prediction for
single (double) scattering. The scattering geometry is shown
in the upper left inset.

The ESA was used to obtain angle- and energyresolved spectra of scattered Na+ ions from our Ag(001)
crystal for incident energies of 20 eV to 2 keV. The energy resolution of the ESA is ∆E/E = 0.016 , and it has
an effective angular acceptance of approximately ±0.5◦ .
Spectra were measured with the incident beam oriented
along the h110i crystal azimuth and fixed at either 45◦
or 55◦ relative to the surface normal.
Both the scattering geometry and a sample spectrum
are shown in Fig. 1. The distinct peaks present in this
θi = θf = 45◦ spectrum correspond to specific ion trajectories at the surface. Similar energy-resolved peaks are
seen in the θi = θf = 55◦ spectra of Fig. 3. These data
are compared with to the results of a classical trajectory
simulation in Sec. III.
The NPD was used to obtain velocity-resolved neutralization probabilities for studying charge transfer in the
Na+ -Ag(001) system. Using this detector and a combination of beam pulsing and standard time-of-flight techniques, the total scattered flux (ions and neutrals) and
the neutrals-only scattered flux were measured[33]. A
representative data set is shown in Fig. 2, where the
beam was scattered specularly at 55◦ from the Ag(001)
surface. The integrated intensities of each spectrum
were obtained at each incident energy and the ratio of
neutrals-only intensity to total intensity was taken as a
measure of the neutralization probability (P0 ).

FIG. 2: A representative NPD spectrum showing both the
scattered totals and neutrals intensity measured for Na+ incident on Ag(001). The neutralization probability, P0 , obtained for this spectrum was ∼ 31.4%. The corresponding
scattered spectrum obtained with the ESA is also shown for
comparison.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both scattering and neutralization data were obtained
using the methods described in the previous section. The
incident energy of the Na+ beam was varied between 20
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eV and 1000 eV with incident angles of both 45◦ and 55◦
used. Our scattering data were compared to the simple
predictions of the sequential binary collision approximation (SBCA) as well as to results of the classical trajectory simulation safari[34]. The neutralization data
were compared to the results of the quantum mechanical
simulation indep[26].
A.

Binary Collision Approximation

Previous measurements for alkali ion-surface scattering
from single-crystal surfaces in this incident energy range
have revealed features indicative of single and successive ion-atom collision events. Given the small deBroglie
wavelength of the incident ionic projectiles (. 0.02Å)
used here, it is reasonable to assume the same features
will appear in our Na-Ag(001) data. Therefore, the
SBCA was applied as an initial analysis method. The
SBCA is a simple approximation which assumes that
a scattering trajectory can be broken down into one or
more single collision events between the incident ion and
individual atoms at the surface. This approach relies on
the kinematic factor, k± , which gives the ratio of the final and incident energies of the projectile ion, Ef and E0 ,
following a single collision with a target surface atom:
Ef
µ2
=
×
E0
(1 + µ)2
"
#

1/2 2
1
2
cos θTSA ±
−
sin
θ
TSA
µ2
k± (µ, θTSA ) =

(1)
(2)

This factor, arrived at through straightforward application of energy and momentum conservation, is a function
of the projectile-to-target mass ratio µ = mproj /mtarget
and the total scattering angle, θTSA = 180◦ −θi −θf . Two
possible solutions for this factor, differing by a sign, are
indicated. However, for light (µ < 1) atom-surface scattering systems such as Na-Ag(001), we need only consider
the k+ solution.
Figure 1 shows the kinematic factor (dashed line) for
a single collision between a Na and a Ag atom. Also
shown is the factor for a double collision (dashed-dotted
line), which we define to be forward scattering of the Na
from one Ag into an angle of 90◦ followed by a second
forward scattering from θi = 90◦ into the final angle of
the detector. We observe reasonable agreement between
the single scattering kinematic factor and one of the most
intense peaks present in the data. Similar agreement is
also seen for the double collision expression; however it
consistently gives results for the scattered energy that are
above all observed peaks in data taken across all final
angles. In addition, there are energy-resolved features
that appear in the spectrum of Fig. 1 as well as in spectra
obtained at other angles that do not conform to either the
single or double collision predictions given by the SBCA.
There are also significant features that arise from other
factors not included within the SBCA formalism. In par-

ticular, the SBCA makes no allowance for the evolution
of allowed/non-allowed trajectory types as the incident
energy is varied. The importance of this can be seen in
the spectra of Fig. 3, where incident energies over the
range of 50 − 2000 eV are shown with θi = θf = 55◦ .
The two prominent energy-resolved peaks that appear
in these spectra for incident energies above 50 eV represent the single and double collisions described above.
However, it is clear that at both the highest and lowest
incident energies a low energy shoulder appears near the
single collision peak. Additionally, for E0 <∼ 100 eV,
significant scattered intensity appears between the single
and double collision peaks. In order to understand these
spectra in detail, we must consider the role of complex
trajectories (beyond pure single and double) as well as
recoil/binding of the surface atoms and the presence of
an image charge in the metal target. These effects can
be included in a straightforward manner using a classical
trajectory simulation as we discuss below.
B.

Classical Trajectory Simulation

The classical trajectory simulation safari was used to
model the scattering of Na+ from Ag(001). In this simulation, Hamilton’s equations of motion are integrated
for an ion interacting with a surface in order to obtain
angle- and energy-resolved spectra. The simulation assumes that the energy loss for a scattered ion is due solely
to momentum transfer to the recoiling surface atoms. Although one could consider additional energy loss channels
such as electron-hole pair formation, the typical losses to
this channel are less than a few tenths of an eV for ions
interacting with metals at our velocities[35–38]. Such
small contributions would not alter our results and are
therefore not included in the present simulations[49].
This code has been used successfully in several other
studies involving alkali ions and noble metals.[17–19, 21,
22, 34, 39] Using safari it is possible to incorporate
the factors outlined above that were not included in the
SBCA. For example, each atom in the crystal target is
bound to its nearest neighbors to allow for the recoil of
“bound” atoms. Also, more complex trajectories beyond
the single and double collision types that appear in the
SBCA analysis appear naturally in the simulation because all possible impact points within a surface unit cell
are probed. As our results below reveal, this is the most
important factor, as it allows for penetration of incident
Na+ ions into the near surface region giving more complex trajectories.
In order to determine the trajectory types that contribute to the scattered intensity at a specific incident
energy, simulated spectra were obtained within safari.
An adaptive grid (AG) method that iteratively samples
impact parameters for incident Na+ ions within one Ag
surface unit cell is used to select only those regions of
a cell that lead to scattering into a predefined detector.
From within these regions, specific impact points can be
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chosen for single-shot safari runs to determine the ion’s
path. The predefined detector used in the simulation
was circular with a 3◦ half angular acceptance and an
energy resolution of ∆E/E = 0.01. The increase in the
angular acceptance of the simulated detector serves to
reduce computation time and broaden the peak widths
in the safari spectra. We note that the increased angular acceptance does not significantly affect the mean
energy of the peaks, the relative peak intensities, or the
determination of trajectory type.
1.

Ion-Surface Interaction Potential

A user-defined interaction potential is required to compute the forces that act between the incident Na+ ion
and the Ag crystal within safari. For this work, we
have utilized a potential that combines two terms: the
repulsive pair interaction, Vpair (r), between a single Na+
ion and a single Ag atom and the attractive bulk interaction, Vattr (z), that arises due to the image charge
formed in the metal. More specifically, within safari
the full repulsive term is taken to be the sum of the individual repulsive contributions from the ten nearest Ag
10
X
Vpair (ri ). We deteratoms to the Na+ ion, Vrep (r) =
i=1

mined the single repulsive term Vpair (r) by first calculating the ground state energy of an isolated Na-Ag dimer
with interatomic separations between 0.5 Å and 2.0 Å.
The isolated ground state energies of individual Na and
Ag atoms were then calculated and substracted from the
dimer values to isolate the repulsive contribution to the
energy , i.e. Vpair (r) = E[Na-Ag]+ (r) − E[Na] − E[Ag].
The values for Vpair (r) were all calculated using the
Hartree Fock code in the quantum chemistry package
gaussian 98.[40]
The bulk image contribution to the full interaction potential is represented within safari as a z-dependent
function
q
2
Vattr (z) = −e2 / 16(z − z0 )2 + e4 /Vmin
(3)
where z is the perpendicular distance from the top layer
of Ag surface atoms. Written in this way, Vattr (z) is saturated to Vmin close to the surface and tends smoothly
to 1/4z for large values of z. Vmin and z0 determine the
depth of the image well and are the only adjustable parameters in the total potential. A Vmin value of 2.0 eV
was found to give the best agreement with the experimental data, and z0 was taken to be 1.26 Å from the
atomic cores.[41]
2.

Ion Penetration Depth

To understand the evolution of the spectra and the
associated trajectories seen in the experimental data of

Fig. 3, safari AG results were obtained across the full
incident energy range for surface temperatures of 0 K
and 300 K. The contributions from individual trajectories in each spectrum were examined, and two trends
were observed. First, a clear transition from top-layer to
second-layer scattering trajectories appears as the incident energy is increased. Also, the relative contribution
of ZZ trajectories to the spectra is a strong function of
the beam energy. Evidence for these trends can be seen
by examining the minimum ion-surface distance (zmin )
or penetration depth achieved by the incident Na+ ions
as a function of energy.
In Fig. 4, we plot zmin as a function of the incident
energy, where the zmin values are taken as a weighted average of all the penetration depths for trajectories that
reach the simulated detector and contribute to the specular scattered intensity. Looking first at the zero temperature zmin values, we observe a distinct non-monotonic
variation in zmin for 75 eV < E0 < 175 eV. This behavior signifies the onset of in-surface-plane or zig-zag
trajectory types, which serve to lower the weighted zmin
values heavily towards zero (the surface plane) within a
narrow energy range. This effect is lessened and zmin
increases again as the incident energy is increased and
these trajectories no longer dominate the spectrum. Experimental evidence for these trajectory types is clearly
seen in the 101 eV spectrum of Fig. 3, where an intermediate peak attributable to zig-zag scattering appears
between the single and double collision peaks. The zero
temperature zmin values also show a clear transition from
top layer (zmin > 0) to second layer (zmin < 0) scattering for incident energies greater than 400 eV. Following
this transition, there is little variation in the penetration
depth with increased incident energy, and we can consider the scattered spectra to be dominated by trajectories that interact with the second layer of the Ag(001)
surface.
Also shown in Fig. 4 are zmin values obtained at
T = 300 K. First, it is clear that the elevated temperature leads to a loss of the non-monotonic trend in
zmin for 75 eV < E0 < 175 eV. At T = 300 K the displacement of surface atoms from their zero temperature
lattice positions lowers the probability that the ZZ trajectory types can occur since they rely on the presence
of multiply aligned atoms in the surface plane. Therefore, with fewer ZZ trajectories contributing within this
energy range, the zmin values obtained are less weighted
toward the surface plane value. Also at T = 300 K we
observe a reduction in the threshold energy for the transition from top layer to second layer scattering. This can
also be attributed to the loss of ZZ events, since their absence serves to accelerate the drop in the weighted zmin
value towards its second layer scattering value. Beyond
this threshold for penetration into the second layer, any
dependence on temperature for zmin is lost, which indicates the dominance of second layer QS and QD events
that are relatively insensitive to thermal displacements.
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3.

Trajectory Analysis

The analysis from the previous section and Fig. 4 show
a penetration threshold at ≈ 400 eV. At this threshold
there is a shift from top layer scattering to subsurface
scattering. The analysis also shows we have observed
many of the trajectory types that were identified in the
work of Cooper et al. on Cu surfaces[21]. As noted
above, we see evidence for single and double collisions
in the data. In the context of safari these are replaced
with the terms quasi-single (QS) and quasi-double (QD)
to account for the effects of neighboring atoms on the
trajectory. In addition, zig-zag (ZZ) trajectory types appear. These correspond to events that involve the incident ion being scattered into the plane of the surface and
undergoing one or more collisions before re-emerging into
the scattering plane defined by the surface normal and
the detector position. Examples seen in previous work
are the double zig-zag (DZZ) and triple zig-zag (TZZ)
trajectories. In addition to the trajectories observed in
previous work, an additional ZZ trajectory involving four
collisions, the quadruple zig-zag (QZZ), is observed.
For incident energies greater than the penetration
threshold, our trajectory analysis indicates that there are
four main trajectory types that contribute to the scattered intensity in all spectra. To indentify those trajectories and at which energy range(s) they contribute, we focus this discussion on a comparison of the E0 = 2013 eV
spectra obtained experimentally and with safari. Figure 5 shows both spectra, which have been offset in intensity for clarity. First we note that safari reasonably reproduces the relative intensities of the peaks seen
within the scattered experimental spectrum. We have
divided the simulated spectrum into four energetic regions: A(E0 < 1410 eV), B(1410 eV < E0 < 1540 eV),
C(1540 eV < E0 < 1670 eV), and D(E0 > 1670 eV). The
contributing trajectories within each region are listed in
Table 1.

where the Na+ beam is scattered specularly from the target at 55◦ , only two peaks are observed. The two peaks
in the scattered spectrum can be described quantitatively
by the binary collision approximation as the quasi-single
(QS) and quasi-double (QD) trajectories. It was found
that even at a more normal incident angle of 45◦ the ions
did not penetrate the surface layer. At the more normal incident angle, the ZZ trajectories appear with more
prominence than at higher incident angles and energies.
The combined data-safari results indicate that at the
more normal angle of incidence the ion probes the h110i
channel producing DZZ, TZZ and QZZ top layer trajectories. Most notable is the QZZ trajectory which has never
been observed. In the QZZ trajectory, the ion scatters
from four surface atoms in a zig-zag manner similar to
the TZZ trajectory.

Table 1
Region
A
B
C
D

Trajectory Types
TZZ-2, TZZ-2(subsurface)
QS-1, QS-2, DZZ-2, TZZ-2
QD-2(steered), DZZ-2, TZZ-2
QD-1, QD-2, DZZ-2(steered)

From the trajectory types listed, we first note that the
QS and QD trajectory types are confined to regions B-D.
In particular, both first- and second-layer QS scattering
occurs only in peak B. In peaks C and D we observe
QD-type events, with peak D containing the main contribution from first- and second-layer QD trajectories.
The second-layer QD events located in peak C are labeled “steered” because they do interact strongly with
the first-layer Ag atoms both before and after their two
primary collisions within the h110i channel.
For energies less than 400 eV we have found that the
ions do not penetrate below the first layer. In the case

FIG. 3: Energy loss spectra for specular scattering at 55◦ over
a range of incident beam energies. To compare the spectra,
the energy axis has been scaled by the incident beam energy.
The two most prominent peaks in the spectra are associated
with the QS and QD scattering trajectories.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Simulated data of the penetration
depth as a function of incident beam energy. The simulation was performed at 0 K and 300 K. The simulations show
that the penetration depth is sensitive to thermal displacements of the surface atoms. A line has been drawn between
data points to guide the eye.

FIG. 5: A comparison of scattered spectra obtained with the
ESA (dashed-dotted line) and with the trajectory simulation
safari (solid line) for Na+ incident on Ag(001) along the
h110i azimuth at θi = θf = 55◦ and E0 = 2013 eV. The
simulated spectrum has been divided up into four energetic
regions (A-D) to facilitate discussion of the contributing trajectory types for each region.

C.

Resonant Charge Transfer

Measurements to probe the neutralization probability
of Na+ scattered from Ag(001) were conducted in a specular scattering geometry with θi = θf = 55◦ . As described above, the neutralization probability, P0 was ob-

tained by integrating and taking the ratio of the neutralsonly and totals spectra from the NPD. The values obtained for P0 at incident energies between 20 eV and
2 keV are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the final
scattered perpendicular velocity. These P0 data show a
velocity-dependent trend, dropping from P0 ≈ 70% to
P0 ≈ 30% with increasing scattered perpendicular velocity. We also note that the P0 values we present here have
not shown any measurable trajectory-dependence across
any given spectrum.
The observed velocity-dependent trend arises due to
the inherent distance-dependence involved in the tunneling of electrons between a Na atom and the Ag(001)
surface. In the simplest physical interpretation, we note
that the potential barrier for electron tunneling increases
in width as a Na atom scatters and leaves the surface.
Therefore we can consider the charge state of the atom
“frozen in” at a separation from the surface where the
transfer of charge becomes negligible. This separation
distance will vary as a function of the atom’s time spent
near the surface, or equivalently as a function of its scattered perpendicular velocity. That is, high(low) perpendicular velocities correspond to close(far) atom-surface
separations for the freezing of the charge state. The
fact that the velocity-dependence manifests itself as a
decrease in the neutralization probability arises from the
image charge interaction discussed in Sec. III as well as
the ≈ 0.7 eV difference in energy between the bare ionization potential of Na (5.14 eV) and the surface work
function (4.40 eV).[42] The image interaction makes it
energetically favorable for the Na to be positively charged
close to the surface, hence higher velocity Na atoms will
be less likely to exhibit neutralization.
Typically, full theoretical treatments of the resonant charge transfer process that drives the neutralization of alkali ions at noble metal surfaces begin
with the time-dependent Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian
(NAH)[38]. The NAH can be written in various forms,
taking into account multiple atomic levels, excited state
formation, and on-site Coulomb repulsion. However, for
the measurements discussed here the NAH can be used in
its simplest form, where only one atomic level is included
and the electron is considered to be a spinless fermion.
This simple Hamiltonian, H(t), is written as[38]
X
H(t) = ǫa (z(t)) na +
ǫ k nk +
(4)
X

k
∗
( Vak (z(t)) ck† ca + Vak
(z(t)) ca† ck ) ,

(5)

k

where ǫa is the atomic level energy and ǫk is the energy
of a metallic level with momentum k. The ca† ,ca and
ck† ,ck are the creation and annihilation operators for the
atomic and metallic levels, respectively. These operators
and the coupling matrix elements between the atomic and
metallic levels, Vak , account for the tunneling of electrons
between the atom and metal. The terms na and nk are
the number operators for the atomic and metallic levels
and are constructed from the creation and annihilation
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operators. Time-dependence is included in this Hamiltonian through z(t), where z(t) = vz t and vz is the atom’s
scattered perpendicular velocity.
The presence of tunneling in this problem, represented
by the coupling matrix elements, Vak , can be interpreted
as giving a finite lifetime to the atomic state. In this
context, we can assign a width, ∆, to the state that is
connected to the Vak in our Hamiltonian by the Fermi
golden rule formula:
2
Vak
=

∆
,
πρ

(6)

where ρ is the density of states in the metal. In simulating this charge transfer problem, we assume there are
M discrete metallic states in a flat band of states of halfwidth D, which gives a density of states ρ = M/D[26].
The solution used here to model resonant charge transfer is an independent particle simulation developed by
Marston and Onufriev[26]. This simulation relies on the
simplicity of the spinless one-level NAH, which makes it
possible to integrate the differential equation for ca (t) in
the Heisenberg picture. By doing so, the occupancy of
the atomic level, hna (t)i = hca† (t)ca (t)i, can be calculated. At long times, i.e. far from the surface, this is the
quantity measured in an experiment, and using numerical
integration, it can be obtained. A similar solution to the
NAH was used in the work of Kimmel et al.[43, 44], and
good agreement with experimental results was obtained.
More recently, a Fermi-Dirac distribution function, to account for both velocity-smearing and temperature effects
was derived and included to give a good comparison with
thermally dependent neutralization data obtain for Na+
scattered from a Cu(001) surface[5].
In Fig. 6 the change in the neutralization of the ion
beam is plotted a function of perpendicular velocity. Also
in Fig. 6 excellent agreement is found between the data
and the theory. However, at the highest incident velocities the data deviate somewhat from the theory. This is
due to an overestimation of the broadening of the atomic
level as the ion’s charge state is frozen in. The effect is
that the model overestimates the neutralization at larger
velocities and it is only coincidence that the neutralization deviates at energies that correspond to the onset of
subsurface trajectories.
Also, band structure effects have been theorized to create an oscillatory dependence on the neutralization as a
function of velocity[24, 25]. Although band structure effects on the neutralization have been pursued for a similar system, we have not observed any evidence for such
effects in the data presented here[4].
IV.

SUMMARY

We have presented energy and charge transfer measurements for Na+ scattering from a Ag(001) single crystal along the h110i azimuth. The scattered energy loss

FIG. 6: (Color online) A comparison between the quantum
mechanical model indep and the experimental data. Each
data point in the plot represents the scattered neutral to ion
flux ratio obtained by methods described in the text. The
trend with incident velocity is consistent with a resonant
charge transfer mechanism.

spectra were interpreted using a classical scattering simulation. The neutralization measurements were found to
be independent of ion trajectory and were interpreted
with a fully quantum mechanical model.
Energy loss spectra for a range of incident energies was
presented and a threshold for subsurface scattering was
determined. Using the classical scattering simulation safari we are able to determine specific ion trajectories associated with peaks in the energy loss spectra for surface
and subsurface scattering events. In the subsurface scattering events, the observed peaks were associated with
trajectories which have been previously observed. However, in previous studies these trajectories were associated with top layer scattering and not subsurface scattering as reported here. Also, the simulations revealed
that the subsurface scattering events were strongly temperature dependent.
It was found that the subsurface scattering did not affect the charge transfer measurements, indicating that
it is the outgoing velocity which most strongly affects
the neutralization. The neutralization of the scattered
beam varied from ≈ 30% to ≈ 70% depending on the
incident velocity consistent with resonant charge transfer. A fully quantum mechanical model that treats the
electrons as independent particles accurately reproduced
the observed data.
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